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Persons Are
Burley Sales Four
Treated Sunday At
Get Underway Emergency Room
In Kentucky
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Visit Early In
Calloway County
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Fifteen Persons
Cited By Police

Bloodmobile
To Be Here
Tomorrow

Fifteen persons were cited by
Four persons were treated in the Murray Police Department
the emergency room of the on Saturday and Sunday, acMurray-Calloway County Hos- cording to the records of the
pital on Sunday, according to police.
hospital officials.
They were one for reckless
A small Woodpecker hopping
Thomas Thorn, age 26, of driving, four for public drunBy United Press International
The American Red Cross
along a branch of the Post Oak.
With excitement approaching 318 South 11th Street, was x- kenness, one for driving while Bloodmobile will be at the StuAll of a sudden he reverses his
that of a theatrical opening rayed and was found to have intoxicated, one for driving dent Union Ballroom at Murworld and hops along upside
night, the first of the 1968 bur- an AC separation of the right while intoxicated and no oper- ray State University tomorrow
down with all the ease of a
ley tobacco crop went on sale arm. Reports are that Thorn ator's license, one for driving from 10:00 to 4:00. The ROTC
trained acrobat. He does this
today in Kentucky and the sev- was in an automobile accident while intoxicated and possess- Ranger Company is sponsoring
awhile, then just as quickly,
en other Burley Belt states.
and had been seen by a Ben- ion of alcohol, one for driving this particular drive.
hops along right side up.
A pleasantly cool, bright day ton doctor the night before. He while intoxicated and resisting
Twice a year the citizens of
was predicted fer the opening came to the Murray hospital on arrest, four for possession of this area are given the opportA Squirrel shoots straight up
of the 1968-1969 sales season. Sunday.
alcohol, one for drinking in unity to donate blood thus asa tall tree and disappears in
James Tipton. age 27, of 213 public, and one for walking on suring themselves and their
Tobacco marketing experts
one of several dens uncovered
eapect the 1968 crop to set an- North 13th Street was treated street with open alcohol in pos- families of the protection of a
now that the leaves have falother price record—even high- about two p.m. Tipton had stuck session.
Red Cross Donor Card. Holders
len.
er than the record average of a knife in his right upper leg
of this card have the privilege
71.9 cents a pound paid for last while cutting meat at the IGA
of receiving any quantity of
After viewing teams from Haryear's crop. The 1966 crop in Store. Hospital records said the
blood which they might need
vard and Yale on the GE ColKentucky averaged 66.4 cents laceration was about two inches
in time of accident, illness, or
!ege Bowl, we breathed a praya pound.
long. He was terated and disoperation, without any charge
er of thanks for regular college
Federal price support loan missed:
except for the actual adminisIs Christina
teams Most of the members of
Near? — This Is proof enough. WId•-•Yed chltdr" talk to Sal
" rates for this year's crop
range Sunday at 3:30 p.m. Doris
tration. This card is recogniced
the two teams were worldly,
Clain her. Friday night when he made his annual pro-Christmas visit to Murray.
by the local participating hosvain, insufferable boors.
Staff Photo by Charles Tubbs from 77 cents a pound for the Thomas, age 45, of Cadiz was
best lugs and flyings to 30 cents treated for a laceration on the
pitals anywhere in the country.
a pound for the lowest grade left foot. This was reportedly
In addition, the donor has
Education is no key to intelMrs. Harmon (Ovie) James of
nondescript.
from an automobile accident.
ligence or happiness.
Hazel was claimed by death the satisfaction of knowing that
The support prices are set Clark Hudson, age 7, son of Sunday at 8:45 a. m. at the by giving his blood he has the
annually by the U. S. Depart- Major and Mrs John Hudson, Murray-Calloway County Hos- opportunity to help save a life.
These •re odd times. The govment of Agriculture in return was treated at 2.50 p.m. SunThe precedure is quick, it takes
ernment takes your money unpital.
for growers' agreements that day for a displaced fracture of
der penalty of imprisonment,
The Hazel resident was 82 about 10-15 minutes to draw
they will limit the number of the mid shaft ulna and radius. years of age.
blood, and since disposable
then sets up rigid rules by 1
The Sheriff's office was noti- acres planted to burley. The The arm was placed in a cast,
What were you doing last
which you get part of it back
Survivors are her husband, needles are used there is no
fied this morning of a breakin agreement was approved over- according to the hospital le- Harmon James of Hazel; one danger of infection. Registered
'Friday night at 6 o'clock' If
at the Calloway County Soil whelmingly by referendum.
rds.
daughter, Mrs. Nell Roach of nurses and a doe/tor are on the
Peace of mind involves some you weren't at the Christmas
Three thefts were reported
Improvement Association store
The most recent report of the
Hazel; one son, Gene James of premises at all times. An ex* sense of resignation to condit- Kick-Off on the Court Square to the Murray Police Departron
Industrial Road.
USDA's Crop Reporting ServSt. Louis, Mo.; three sisters, amination is given so that no
ions and circumstances, how- you missed out on a lot of fun. ment on Saturday and Sunday,
Deputy Sheriff Calton Mor- ice lists the Kentucky crop at
Mrs. Laddie France of Hazel, one who is not in good physical
ever this need not preclude ef- Santa Claus got to the court according to the reports filed
gan said that $5 66 was report- 384.6 nsillion pounds.
Mrs. Berlene Tuck and Mrs. condition is permitted to donate
forts to improve the situation .house about 6- 15 and he was on the cases.
Ira E. Massie, tobacco expert
ed stolen Personnel of t h
immediately swamped by chilThe funeral for Mrs. Etta T. Eddie Redder, both of Toledo, but by so offering blood he reSunday at 7:15 p.m. James store are checking the stock to at the
University of Kentucky, Sanders, widow of Lawson 14_ Ohio; six grandchildren.
ceives a credit card, also.
What is more lovely or whole- dren from far and near who Rice of the Murray Sport and
said
see
if
this
anything
else
is
year's
missing.
crop
offers
the
Funeral services will be held
Last fall citizens of this area
Sander sof Kirksey who died in
some appearing than an ex- could not wait to tell St. Nick Marine. North 4th Street, renation's
Morgan
said
entry
cigarette
was
gainmanufacturers 1952, was held Saturday at two Tuesday at two p. m. at the donated 467 pints of blood to
what they wanted for Christ ported that about $10.00 in half
pectant mother?
"a
wider
ed
by
a
back
range
of
window
which is
offerings, in p.m
Mat
at the Roth Funeral Haze! Church of Christ with the Red Cross. These were all
dollars, quarters, dimes, and seven feet from the ground. terms of quality,
than last Chapel, Paducah, with Rev. Or- Biro. Bill Johnson and Bro. Coy used locally or at participating
A go-getter, Aubrey Hatcher.
nickels, a Fish Lo-Kater worth The person or persons left the year's"
hospitals by local citizens. The
ville Easley and Rev. Robert Garrett officiating.
AD added attraction to Santa $159 50, and a paint gun worth
He said there will be plenty
building by the back door, acrecipients of this blood would
officiating.
Kersey
"• 'Tis with our judgments as Clans was the Murray High $60.00, had been stolen from
cording to Deputy Sheriff Mor- of top grades, such es lugs an
Interment will be in the Ha- have paid at least $11,500_00 for
Interment was in the Oak
our watches; none go just a- School Brass Choir which play- his business.
flyings, but the 1968 crop also
gan.
zel Cemetery with the arrange- it at the minimum rate of $2.5
like, yet each believes his own" ed Christmas Music on the
The police said a broken winhas a high percentage of non- brove Cemetery. Pallbearers
ments by the Miller Funeral per unit, had the Red Cross
Court House lawn.
. . . Alexander Hazlitt.
dow was in the bathroom and
descript, or poorer e Liddy leaf W re Fred Earhart, Glenn Robson. M. S. Barger, Herman Home of Hazel where friends coverage plan not been availthe front door had been raised
Other expeits sa2. that jud
may call.
able. Under the present plan
l'he Medicare patient woke up There was also free popcorn up about Y. of the way for the
ing by the early shipments, th ttlaham. Brandon Price, and
they received it free of charge
after his surgery one deo to ..ed cold drinks for the c-ewd person to gain entry and leave.
spar's crop quality is g,wi Joe Griffith.
The Calloway County Chapter
the
Mrs. Sanders. age 91, died
-71nrit a sign on his incision read- wnicn was so lafge
At l'e.40 p.m Sunday the
Itin sterna and lighter weight
of the Red Cross pays the exThursday
at
Lourdes
Hospital
ing, "This is a Federal project,,court square was flooded with Tabers Body Shop, Chestnut
Kentucky's markets will not
penses incurred in having the
/
2 hours.
showing your tax dollars at,people for over 21
that
Street.
two
reported
sell Thanksgiving Day or Satur- She moved to Paducah from
blood drives and processing the
it work."
The Christmas Kick-Off is chrome wheels and Firestone
day this week. Sales thereafter Kirksey five years ago and was
sponsored every year by the tires were stolen off of a car
a native of Marshall County. Holland Morgan, formerly of blood through the Nashville
Funeral services for Stanley will be Monday through Friday She was a member of
• William Feather said "No man Merchants Association and the belonging to Edith Gilliam
the Kirk- Henry County, Tenn., died in Regional Blood Center.
through
Dec.
18,
when
the
wareHopkins of Dexter Route One
sey
can make money without he:p- Murray Jaycees.
rafted
Methodist
parked at the body shop.
Church. Bethesda Hospital, Cincinnati,
houses
close
for
the
Christmas
were held Sunday at two p.m
ing others make or save moThree guns have been reportSurvivors are two sisters. Mrs. Ohio, on November 15 as a reUnited holidays. Much of the crop is
Dexter-Hardin
the
at
ney". This is the basis of the
ed stolen from Mrs. Lorene
Methodist Church with Rev. expected to "go over the L E. Griffith and Mrs P. Al- sult of brain surgery.
profit motive in the United
Farmer, North 4th Street, who
len of Paducah, nine nieces, and
The funeral services were conMathis, Rev John Brad- breaks" before the holiday reState and why it works.
said she thought the theft oc- Eurie
cess
four nephews.
ducted by Bro. B. B. James of
Rev Thomas Bullock
ley,
and
curred on the night of NovemSales will resume Jan. 6 and
Parts, Tenn., on November 17
officiating.
ber 15. She reported the theft
probably end in February.
at the McEvoy Funeral Chapel.
Interment was in the Jeffrey
Congratulations to Coach Bill
to the police on Sunday.
Burial was in the Bethel Cemewith the arrangeCemetery
good season.
on
a
Furgerson
The 28th traffic accident reThey were a 20 gauge auto•
tery near Buchanan, Tenn.
John Lane, brother of Mrs matic Remington. a 12 gauge ments by the Linn Funeral
Morgan was born August 1, port for the month of NovemBenton.
Home
of
bepass
merely
Murray.
do
things
Wallis
"If
you
of
Carrie
e
single shot, broken stock, and
1901, in Henry County. He was ber in the city of Murray was
Mr. Hopkins, age 78, died Fricause you think some other fool ed away Saturday at 3:30 p.m a Colt 25 automatic pistol, acthe son of the late Mr. and filed by the investigating officat
about
the
seven
p.m
day
expects you to do them, and he at the Benton Municipal Hos- cording to the police report.
Mrs J. M. Morgan and was mar- ers of the Murray Police DeMurray-Calloway County Hosexpects you to do them because pital. He was 73 years of age
ried to the former Ann Wickttm partment on Saturday. at five
pital. His death followed an exhe thinks you expect him to ex- and a resident of Benton Route
p.m. No injuries were reportof Chicago, Ill
tended illness and he had been
pect you to do them, it will end Three.
Besides his wife, he is sur- ed.
admitted to the hospital on Noin everybody doing what nobody
Cars -involved were a 1956
Kenneth Edwards of 911
vived by one daughter, Mrs.
The deceased is a retired far
vember 18
wants to do, which is in my
Donna Preston of California, one Buick four door hardtop driven
North 16th Street was killed
The deceased was a retired
opinion a silly state of things." mer. He was a member of the
son, Holland Morgan, Jr., of by Cyrene Williams Hall o f
in an automobile accident while
Grove
Methodist
farmer and lived at his farm
—George Bernard Shaw Pleasant
Corry, Pa., three sisters, Miss Murray Route Two, Coldwater
enroute to FairChurch and the Hardin-Berkley
Word has been received of located across from Jeffrey
Mayme Morgan of Paris. Tenn., Road, and a 1962 Buick four
field, Ill., to atMasonic
Lodge
No.
P.
Arm367.
of
Perry
death
the
Cemetery on Highway 1346
We forget whether we used this
Mrs.
Fae Nelle Lemonds o door hardtop driven by Lorene
funeral
tend
the
of
Calloway
Coformely
strong,
Survivors are his wife, Mrs
squib or not, but here goes
Southgate, Mich., and Mrs. Ji Parker of 405 North 4th Street.
of his grandmoagain
Survivors are his wife, Mrs. unty, who died this morning at Bell Hopkins, Dexter Route
Allbritten of Hazel
te Two, Police said Mrs. Farmer, gother on Friday.
A sign in a New York sub- Cora Bell Lane; a son, Van the Osteopathic Hospital, High- One; two daughters, Mrs Reba
and four grandchildre
ing west on Olive Street, told
Edwards, age
Dell Schroeder of Dexter Route
way read: "Don't be like me Lane of East Alton, Ill.; a sis- land Park. Mich.
them she had stopped for the
22, was a junior
NEW FBI CHIEF? Police Chief
One and Mrs. Edna Morrison of
I were a high school drop-out." ter, Mrs. Carrie Wallis of Murstop sign. Someone waved for
Thomas Cahill above of
at Murray State
BAKE SALE
The deceased is survived by Warden, Ill , seven sons. Hercy
Someone had scribbled under- ray; four brothers, A. L. Lane
her to cross 12th Street and
San Francisco Is reported in
University major
The
Beta
Sigma Phi sorority
neath: "Not me I goed on to of Camden, Ill.. Jim Lane of his mother, Mrs. LaVerta Arm- of Benton Route Three, Bill of
she looked, but failed to see
Edwards Ing in business
the
running
to
succeed
J.
Edwill
have its annual bake sale
college."
Cadiz, Pres Lane of Savanah. strong of Murray Route Four, Taylor, Mich.. Charles of DexHall car going north on
He was the son of Mr. and Mrs.
gar Hoover as FBI director.
Wednesday, November 27, on the
Ga., and Bruce Lane of Las and one son, Tobias Armstrong ter. Frank of Dearborn Heights.
Kenneth Edwards of Burnt PraHoover,
who
turns
74
Jan.
1.
west side of the court square" 12th Street, according to the
Oak, Mich.
of
Royal
of
Hardin
Vegas,
Mich.
Route
Glen
Nev.;
one
grandchild
NOW YOU KNOW
irie, Ill.
has called Cahill "the beat
A large variety of baked goods police report.
One, W. H. of Carlton, Mich.,
Damage to the Hall car was
The Murray student and his
police
chief
will be on sale. For special orin
the
country."
of
Dexter
and
Route
Harold
I
Funeral arrangements are inFuneral services were held
on the right side and to the
wife, Anna Lou. resided at their
ders
-call
The
veteran
director
Mrs.
is
Willard
reAlls
753One.
Farmer car on the left side.
by United Press International today at one p.m. at4Eilbeck .complete but the body is being
trailer home of Mr. and Mrs.
2226
rted considerin retiring
The county man is also sue
e, Ben- returned by airplane to the
Valdez, a small Alaska town and Cann Funeral
Paul Rogers on North 16th
with a population of 1,200, is ton, with Rev. Fred Alexander Max H. Churchill Funeral Home vived by two sisters, Mrs. Reba Street. the farthest north all-year open officiating Burial was in the where friends may call after Parrish of Murray Route Three
Funeral services were held
and Mrs. Mamma Jones of Murnoon on Tuesday.
Murray Memorial Gardens.
port in North America
Sunday at the Nale Funeral
ray; two brothers. Carl of FarmHome, Fairfield, Ill.
ington Route Two and Cecil of
Mrs Paul Rogers, Larry RogAlmo Route One: 31 grand
ers, and Glen Rogers went by
children; 27 great grandchil
plane Saturday to call at the
dren.
funeral home.
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Breakin Reported
This Morning At
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Mrs. Allbritten's
Brother Succumbs

28th Accident Of
November In City
Filed By Police

Brother Of Local
Woman Succumbs
At Benton Hospital

Student Is
Killed Friday

••

Perry P. Armstrong
Dies This Morning

•

Memorial Planned For Only Gridder At
Murray State To Die On Playing Field

and appropriate memorial to cousin of Gilbert Graves, was
the only man who literally ga‘e
(Continued on Back rage)
his life on the playing field of
athletics at Murray State.
"I think it is a grand idea,"
Mr. Hurt stated, "and I'm sure
our association will join hands
with the University and the
For it was on Thanksgiving citizenry of this community in
Day, November 27, 1924, that giving appropriate recognition
this young 21-year-old quarter- to Gilbert Graves."
back was fatally injured while
Suggestions offered as to the
playing for Murray State Nor- type of memorial
include: a
mal against West Termessee building, playing field, archNormal of Memphis. Gilbert way, gateway, street, parkway,
Graves died a week later as a scholarship, Hall of Fame, or a
result of a broken neck suffer- trophy room.
ad in the 0-0 football game
Iwo members of Murray
played on the old "Moore
Field" near the railroad tracks State's present staff were playing football as teammates of
in Murray.
young Graves on that fateful
Max Hurt, president of the Thanksgiving Day — "T" Sledd,
Murray State Alumni Associa- manager of the University
tion, and Mancil Vinson, direct- Bookstore, and Prof Auburn
or of alumni affairs, have Wells, assistant professor of powholeheartedly
endorsed
a litical science.
Gilbert Graves
move to provide a permanent Mr. Sledd, who was a first
. . ...Nan of Murray"

By L. J. Merlin
To friends and
relatives of Gilbert Graves,
who died 44 years ago, Thanksgiving Day is a day of rememNbering and perhaps a day to
.0ay tribute.
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Firemen Answer
Calls On Weekend

WEATHER REPORT

The Murray Fire Department
Unit...4 Press Intersatloss!
was called out twiiie over the
weekend.
Sunday morning they were
called to the residence at 1310 by United Press International
Mostly fair today and tonight.
Poplar Street This was a grease
fire, but\ was out on arrival of IHigh today 54 east to 64 west.
Low tonight near 40 west and
the firemen.
The firemen were called to '30s elsewhere. Mostly cloudy
and
warmer Tuesday with
1208 Main Street Saturday at
chance of showers.
1130 p m This turned out to he
a false alarm.

Mrs. Calton Morgan
Staffers Broken Arm
Mrs. Calton Morgan sustained
a broken right arm at her hon
on Saturday about two p.
She was taken to the hasp
but was released an Sunday.
Reports are that she suffered
the injury in a fall at her home.
Mrs. Morgan had undergone hip
surgery in January and was still
using a walker.

FIVE-DAY FORECAST
LOUISVILI,E, Ky. (UPI)
The five-day Kentucky weathei
outlook, Tuesday through Sat
arday.
Temperatures will average 1
to 8 degrees above the normal
46-53 highs and 28-35 lows
eresmitation will average approximately a half inch or
more during the first of the
period and again by the weekend.

TOW OF FRUITCAKE — Clyltans Hoyt Roberts, left and Hardemen f•lt, right, Hand
before a 2300 pound shipment of Claxton frill? cakes which the Clyltan Club plans to
sell The croal of the club this year Is two tons of the fruit cakes. Proceeds from the sale
each year go to the clubs praises
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DEA.RBORN, Mich — Gustave Pulter, whose wife
him with quadruplets Sunday, commenting
an space 1 nthe family home:
"I can't afford to move. We'll put an addition on as
soon as possible."

Perry Mason
Movie:
Silo.

I M.'
MIIivr

.2 Mery

maverick
The *veneers
lh• Avengers
hey Ion Place I
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Burnett Show
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fRAPIC SLUMP
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Mitered at the Post Office, Murray. Rented's, for transmission as
Second Class Matter

New S

WS31—TV
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'
(UAW 4
Channel 5
Meese' 8
MONDAY EVENING PROGRAMS

MOO INVASION
MAIMS SOVINTS
At MIAOW NW
WM PANAY

•

NATIONAL FtEPRESENTATIVIS: WALLACE WITMER CO.. 1111
Madison Ave. blemptus. Tenn ; Time & Lae Bag, New York, N.Y..
Stephenson B.Detroit. Mich

WASHINGTON — Dr. Philip A. Cothran, Director
et the Center for Population Research, urging birth control research to curb world population growth:
"We need male methods and female methods and
pills and shots and what have you."
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Q — I was recently dischargTUFSDAY EVENING PROGRAMS
ed from the Army after only
ge
.00 News:
;
News. Mohr., Sports Maverick
19 months of service. I have
la
.30 Jerry Lewis Pow Laster
Mod knead
heard that I may still be eli:SO Jerry Lewis Mos
Mot Souried
30 Julia
ke
iliirS.04$0. HOW
It relies • Thief
gible for up to four years of
MANNINGTON, W.Va. — Louis Tate, whose brother
.00 Movie:
Red Skelton Hour
It Takes • Thief
assistance
30 "Something kw a Doris Oar Snon
education
college
Movie:
is among 78 miners trapped in a fire-ravaged coal mine
By Jim Edwards
60 Minute,
"It Nammtneel I.
Veterans Administrathe
from
Man9 `4.1
Area Extension
10 Minutes
since last Wednesday, commenting on rescue attempts:
Jane"
tion. Is this true? If so, I will
.00 mews;
Sets
News: Venu ; Sets News, Wthr. Sole.
Forage Specialist
"This mine will not be sealed with the men still in
30 Tonight Show
Perry Meson
Joey Bisbee Show
enroll in college.
there I feel we're going to get them out whether they're
Merry Mason
Joey Ellshoe
A — As of Dec. 1, 1988, unMovie
Joey Bishop
dairymen
Now is the time for
dead or alive"
der a new law recently signed
"Standai II
00 Mery Grittln
al
and beef cattle producers to take
Scour..
313 Mery GrIfferheer
by President Johnson, a veter11
.00 Wry Griffin Shaw
GLEN GARDNER. N.J. — Mrs. Lucille Hanson, co- a critical look at the composition
an'such as you with at least 13
I
so
of rations being fed to dairy and
owner of the Circle H. Nude Ranch, explaining the lines
months of service after Jan.
beef herds. This is especially
31, 1955, who has satisfied his
on which her institution is run:
+important now that many herds
military obligation, will be en- lose. This new benefit is pro- Iron Man
-Nudity and alcohol don't mix, and so no alcohol is are
on full winter feeding and
titled to 36 months (four aca- ided in a law recently signed
NEW YORK (UPI) — The
allowed here.
others will be in the near futdemic years) of educational as- I y the President
Iron Man of Baseball was Lou
ur e.
Widows of men who died in Gehrig. In 15 seasons, he set
sistance from the VA.
Forages such as hay and silinstitutional ;ervice or as the result of s a record for consecutive games
full-time
For
age make up the major portion
disability and played, 2,130. A rare form of
Arm of British writer Gordon Langley Halt.
.
training you will receive $130 .ervice-connected
of the feed requirements for
39, who had a sex change at Johns Hopkins Hospital in
a month as a single veteran— he wives of veterans who are paralysis ended his career and
bath dairy and beef animals. Baltimore and now is Dawn Pepita Langley
more if you have dependents. permanently and totally tits- he took himself out of the YanHall. HeShe
And they began to be sorrowful, and to say unto him, Knowing the quality - that is, the
has written biographies of Mrs. Jacqueline Kennedy Onassis,
Check with your nearest VA ibled are now entitled to $130 a kee lineup in 1939.
feed value of these forages will
one by one, It it If —Mark 14:19.
regional office for detailed in- nonth for full-time training,
Princess Margaret and IS re. Ladybird Johnson
formation and assistance.
195 for three-quarters time. Boxer Boosted Bard
When a charge of delinquency is broadcast it IS enable producers to build rations
NEW YORK 'UPI—Former
Q — My father was killed in and $60 for half-time training
wiser to indulge In self-examination than in accusation that will provide the required
nutrients necessary for maximservice in World War II. I re- ['his assistance is limited to 36 heavyweight boxing champion
of others.
of rubber says exports from
Gene Tunney was an admirer
um production.
ceived four years (36 months) months of training.
South Vietnam in 196'7 would
The best way to determine the
No additional allowance is of Shakespeare even back in
have been more than enough to of war orphans educational as1927 when he kept Jack Demofeed value of these forages is to
satisfy all of Australia's natu- .3istance from the Veterans Ad- paid for dependents.
from
recapturing
his
Representatives at your near- seY
attending
while
have a forage analysis made. The
ral rubber requirements Two ministration
heavyweight title. Said Tunanalysis provides information on
companies are the tart- college. After graduation I went eatVA office will be happy to
French
MK=•UN= MN
"I , do not think there is
the moisture, protein, and fiber
e6 producers of natural rubber into service and will soot) be give you further information :leY:
anyone who has more apprecontent of the forage whether it
in South Vietnam. and most of discharged after two years of and assistance concerning this
Family Income Up
ciation of Shakespeare than I.
The opening day burley tobacco price average
new benefit.
active duty.
it ;a exported to France.
soared be hay or silage. Such informatI worship at his shrine."
NEW YORK 'UPI) — Most
to an all-time high of $65.77 per 100 pounds as
additto
any
Am I entitled
buyers ion is essential in computing American
families' incomes
bid heavily for all classes and grades.
educational
ional
assistance
balanced rations for livestock. are climbing at an accelerat- 'Stripper' Wells
About 210.000 Connecticut
,UPI) — from the VA as the result of
TULSA. Okla
California has a population
The annual community-wide Thanksgiving service
Getting a forage analysis is an ing pace that is well ahead of
nen served in World War II of nearly 17 million persons
sponsored by the Murray Ministerial Association will be easy job that takes onl), a few increases in the cost of living, Roughly 16 per cent of the na- my own military service?
and
52
000
in
the Korean War and covers an area of 158,693
A — You will be after Dec.
minutes. It merely requires tak- according to a study by Mein- tion's total crude oil producheld at ten am_ at the Memorial Baptist Church,
• • •
Main
square miles.
tion comes from what oilmen 1, 1968.
ing a representative sample of hard-Commercial Corporation.
Street.
The
smallest community in
.• • •
Under a new law recently
Its analysis of government call "stripper" wells, according
the forage. The sample is sent
Dr. Prank Steely spoke on international relations
f:onnecticut is the town of
of
president
-Phillips,
The
D
Nautilus.
to
R.
the world's first
at to the laboratory
and results are figures shows that median the Oklahoma Petroleum Coun- signed by the President, veter- Untor. with a population of 460 atomic submarine, was launchthe meeting of the Lynn Grove PTA.
such
family
as
sns
have
you
—
income
the
who
alamount
returned
in
about
a week. There
perso:‘,s. 154 of them children. ed at Groton. Conn.. in 1954.
cil.
Births reported were a baby bay to Mr. and
ready received educational asMrs. is a nominal charge for the anal- that divides all incomes into
Phillips said figures from the
FlavU Robertson, South 13th Street, and a baby
two equal groups, one higher
sistance under one VA program
girl to ysis.
and one lower—needed five National Stripper Well Sursey will be entitled to an aggreMr. and Mrs. Graves Lampkins of Benton.
The Area Extension Dairy Sp- years to climb from
showed the nation's 380.000
I
•
the $5.000
gate of 48 months of educatecialist and Area Extension Beef bracket to more than 26.000, stripper wells comprise about
ional
assistance
under
two
or
the country's
of
Specialist are available to assist three years to top the $7,000 one-fifth
more Federal veteran benefit
producers in interpreting the re- mark and only one year to proved petroleum reserves.
1411 Olive Blvd.
well programs.
sults of the analysis and comput- zoom over $8,000. Starting Phillips defined a stripper
— FREE PICKUP and DELIVERY —
Since you already received 38
that cannot pump more
one
s
LED421Z•TULIN FM
from $5.087 in 1958 median
ing rations.
Truly Fine Cleaning
Phone 753-2652
months of VA assistance under
than 10 barrels of oil a day.
Feed quality of forages varies family income reached $6.249
the War Orphans Educational I
in
1963.
$7,518
in
1966
and
Ell Alexander, Harry Snlith, Carl E. Shroat,
$8.David for diffe,r eat reasons. This is one
Assistance Act, you will be enPlenty of Nuts
Blankenship, Joe Pat Harkett, John Paul Butterworth, to the kind of forage, stage of mat- 017 in 1967, the CIT. Finantitled to 12 more months of VA
In Automobiles
cial
Corporation
subsidiary
George Robert Allbritten, Chad Stewart, Harold Miller, urity when harvested, weather
NEW YORK it.IFI) — The educational benefits.
/I
said.
Zane Coleman, Gene Geurin, Jimmie Klapp, Charles conditions at time of harvest,
auto industry uses more than
Q — My husband was killed
condition
of
storage
structures
Tolley, Pat Sykes, Pat Elkins, Oliver McLemore,
13 million nuts and bolts a in Viet-Nam. I have two small
Will etc. Any of these
conditions may British Banks to Go
Russel, children to support. Can I get
to
year, according
Hughes, and Lee Rowland are seniors on the
Murray cause a supply of forages to be On Five-Day Week
Burdsall Li Ward, manufac- help from the Veterans AdHigh School football team
LONDON
UPI
—More
than
inferior or superior in quality,
turer of those products.
ministration to improve my
Miss Helene Hatcher, assistant professor of geo566 W. Main Street
Phone 753-2621
It is the purpose of the analysis 12.000 British banks, which
education so that later I can
operate on a six-day week, will
graphy of Murray State College, will address a Joint
Roads for Lebanon
to determine the degree of qualget a higher paying job'
close Saturdays beginning in
session of the National Council of Geography Teachers
BEIRUT, Lebanon (UPI) —
at ity. When this is known, then July. 1969. The banks
A — After Dec. 1, 1968, you
have
Chicago.
committee
parliamentary
A
proper supplementation can be been having increasing
diffi- has voted 100 million Lebanese can get up to $130 a month
Dr. A. H. Kopperud, Dr A. H Titsworth, Dr Wood- done with results being savings
in educational assistance allowculty recruiting and keeping
pounds 433 million' to road
fin Hutson, Dr. A. D. Wallece, and Dr Hugh
ance from the VA for this put
high caliber staffs without the construction pro)ects.
,
McElrath in feed costs.
attended the Southwestern Kentucky Dental Society
Producers desiring this ser- Inducement of a five-day workvice are urged to call at their ing week.
meeting at Paducah. Dr. Hugh McElrath was one
FOR THE FINEST
of the
The Committee of London
local County Extension Office for
speakers.
CLEANING SERVICE
Miss Ann Lowry will present. the program at the further information. Let's Anal- .Clearing Bankers. which announced the decision, promised
yze
not
Surmise.
meeting of the Alpha Department of the Murray
Womto extend Monday to Friday
an's Club.
public banking hours to improve service to customers.
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soo_poupeogais .IL bomb handler pushes 500-pounders along
flight deck of the carrier Constellation in the South China
Sea, where the current North VleTIL.4111 bomb halt has turned
1 • ,1 so•)ek fivers to Communist positions in South Vietnam
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Steel Wire's Role
NEW YORK .UPI, -- From
symphonies a n d suspension
bridges to school books and
Smithwood Development Corp- corsages, steel wire helps hold
modern civilization together.
oration, Inc., to Ronald F. Brad,Lays a trade source
ford and Kay S. Bradfordof NousPiano strings, book bindings,
ton, Texas, one lot; Joseph R. Po- fasteners for everything from
well and Irene E. Powell of Nash- houaing and cars to electric
ville, Tenn., one lot; Frank M. toasters and refrigerators deCoon and Luella Ooon of Danville, pend on steel air., according to
one lot; Verret R. Hurtzetrot- William H. Getz. vice president,.
Sikeston, Mo., one lot; James H. sales, of Keystone Consolidated
Brewer and Marrarette M. Brew- Industries. Inc . Peoria. Ill.
er of Nashville, Tenn., one lot; "Even paperbacks depend on
James R. Dunaway and Eva L. it." says Getz.
Dunaway of Ripley, Tenn., one
Moro Cigs
lot.
Smithwood Development Corp- For Dutch
THE HAGUE (UPI) —Cigar
oration, Inc., to Charles E. Russell and Jane Russell of Union Ci- production in Holland is going
down and cigarette production
ty, Tenn., one lot; Marvin Woodis going up. Last year 1.066.ruff and Alice Woodruff of Evan000.000 ,b) cigars were prosville, Ind., two lots, Thomas E. duced. compared with 1
1 bilMitchell and Mary L. Mitchell of lion in 1966. Cigarette producIndianapolis, Ind., two lots; Har- tion rose from 14 2 billion to
ry J. Mitchell of Indianapolis, 16 6 billion
Ind., two lots; Clyde F. Nickellof
Sikeston, Mo., two lots; Walter Viet Rubber
Newman and Sam Newman of
AKRON. Ohio 'UPI)—South
Nashville, Tenn., three lots.
Vietnam still exports more
than 75 million pounds of natural rubber a year despite heavy
George Washington chose a fighting that ;has occurred on
French engineer. Pierre C. some of its plantations
D'Enfant to design the nation's
The Goodyear The dr Rubber
ca oft al city
Cempany. world's limiest user
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LAUNDRY - CLEANERS
N. 4th Street
Sr 753-1813
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THANKSGIVING SPECIAL

Turkey
Dinner
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SERVED WITH THE FOLLOWING . .

Turkey, Dressing - Green Peas
Snowflake Potatoes - Candied Yams
Cranberries
Celery and Olives
•

AND FOR DESSERT . ..
Delicious
Pumpkin
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Holiday Restaurant
Aurora, Kentucky
WE WILL BE OPEN ALL WINTER - 6 a.m.-8 p.m.
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New Star System Can Mean Instant Failure Mail Letter
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By ARMY ARCHERD
Central Press Association Correspondent
HOLLYWOOD - There's a new kind of "star system" in Hollwyood, says a guy who is a true product of the -old" ladder of
stardom. Gene Kelly, who remains a top star today- as well as
a "today" top director -- claims that television and recordings
have changed the entire Glamorville setup. And particularly
when Hollywood plans to make a musical.
-Today," he claims, "we have to think about the sales of records to young people and their television factories." Of course,
it can be conversely argued that people may not want to pay
to see actors they get for free on TV --or those whom they've
heard enough on records and on radio." But—that's what makes
showbiz, he added.
"I mean," smiled the always-affable Kelly, "that TV and the
present recording business create 'instant stars.' They give exposure to millions, yes to tens
of milions almost overnight.
Someone with a hit record can
also get on TV and in movies
immediately without any previous
performing experience
whatsoever. Thus this 'quasistar' gets a star's money although there's been no background and no training. Then,
it's hard for him to start learning - to go back to school, so to
speak, to start learning the
foundations, having once tasted
the fruits of success."
• • •

Early For
Fast Service

Barbra Streisand does not
fall into the "overnight success"
category. However,w Gene allows,
"A girl of 26 has a long way
to go before she has the maturity of a great actress. But,
she has all the qualities to become one "Barbra already pos"A letter mailed early in the
sesses amazing knowledge after
only two Broadway shows --one thy will get a headstart", said
lasted only two weeks
and Postmaster Nanny.
only one film, 'Funny Girl,' beHe asked Murray and Calloway
fore 'Dolly.' The TV shows
'County residents to shop and mail
she's done are in her own style.
early in the day and in the holiday
And they only show her singing
forte. I don't think they are an season.
"One big advantage to shopping
indication of what her potential
and mailing early in the thy is
really is.
2N0 NEW HEART Everett C.
"I think that Barbra Strei- avoidance of crowds both crowds
Thomas
a bovel,
who resand knows how to change her of people and crowds of mall,"
ceived a heart transplant
style from a theatrical one to said the Postmaster.
May 3 in Houston, Tex., and
cinematic. Not every stage star
The great percentage of mail
since has been working as an
can do it. Ethel Merman. for enters the post
office just after
example, when she sings a song
accountant in a Houston
5?. M. he said. By mailing early
for the screen, belts it the same
bank, received a second
in the thy, people assure their
way she does when hitting the
heart transplant in Houston
gifts,
cards
sent
and
letters are
fourth balcony."
on Nov. 21. Thomas, 47, was
by the earliest possible transpor• • •
apparently suffering a re"SURE, Ethel is great and tation.
The Postmaster noted that sp- jection relapse. A second
she's Ethel Merman. And it's
-T
best on stage. Barbra Streis. ecial attention again will be plac- transplant on a patient was
and's style, I think, is best for ed on delivery of mail to service- being performed in Stanford,
Calif., at the same time.
movies because it tends to be men in Vietnam
and the surroundTHE LIST of last year's formore introverted. I think she's ing
They are "firsts."
area,
and
stressed
again
use
gotten TV "stars" and recording
adapted herself and I predict a
of
APO
and
FPO
all
numbers
on
idols would only embarrass the
great future for her as a moinnocent victims. But it's no
tion picture actress," Gene adds. overseas military mail.
The deadline has passed for
joke to play the game of "I!!
During the filming, Kelly adnever forget what's-his-name
mits they had differences. But gifts to members of the Armed
in Hollywood. The number of
he let it be known who was Forces by surface transportattumbled, temporary stars Mboas, and claims it was his in- ion, but following is the deadline
ontrol
ere ises with each season.
terpretation of the role that of other means of transportation: w
Kelly, whose forte originally
will be on the screen. He claims
was dancing, reminds thos,
the decision was reached with- Space
Available
4
hungry for quick succes,,
out difficulty, at least no major
(Small packages) November 23
"Dancers take all their lives to
problems.
learn to dance. The same thing
"What's wrong with talking
November 30
Is true, for example, of violinover problems?" Kelly asks. Parcel Air Lift
Gene Kelly today.
ists. There has always been a
"I
rememberin
the
'old
days'
Kelly fits all categories but he
Airmail
shortage of good musical talent
December 11
had no intention of acting in at MGM--when Judy Garland
for films.
and I had plenty of them when
By, G. Emerson Jones
"Dolly"- --just directing.
"When you're making a picwe worked together."
Postmaster Nanny also reminArea Extension Specialist
And
•
•
•
ture like we did—'Hello Dolly'
gave a few to their directors!) ds the public that all Christmas
Weed Control
--the huge problem was to find
WITH the epic completed, it
Gene Kelly claims his dancing cards will be 6 cents whether
musical people, at least those was now possible to talk to him —and perhaps even
II
his acting sealed or unsealed. He advises
Paducah, Kentucky. Control brwho could sing and dance, plus about his star, Barbra Strei- --days are behind
him, with them to seal them and enclose oadleaf weeds this fall and your
• play comedy and act! And let sand-- not that he was hiding directing his first love.
But, a message if they wish, as lett- lawn will be more beautiful next
me tell you it was an immense his views during filming. It's when you watch
him direct a ers are much easier handled spring, says G.
Emerson Jones,
probicm. Occasionally, you can just impossible to talk to Kelly fUm--it's obvious
every step is when
Area Extension Weed Control
sealed.
get a singer who can act, or a when he's directing. Just too part of a dance, and
he acts
Specialist, McCracken County.
dancer who can also act, or a busy. When we chided him once better than most of his
actors.
dancer who sings --but to get for avoiding us on the set, he Those receiving
Wild Garlic, commonly called
his direction
all three is the toughest thing claimed. "Heck, you don't want will probably last a little
wild onions, can best be killed
longer Lincoln's Birthplace
to look for."
to talk to the director of films- - In this business thanks to
the
HODGENVILLE, Ky. 4 UPI) now along with winter annuals
We could have suggested go talk to the star!" We did.
"old" star, and his system
—This tiny western Kentucky chickweed and henbit.
One advantage of treatment
town was the birthplace of AbDebut
raham Lincoln. The log cabin -now is that with cooler weather
Beneficial Brew
HOLLYWOOD , UPI) — New
Talented
Cop
In which Lincoln was born and the weed killers will not volatNEWCASTLE-UPONYork actress Beverlee McKin- TYNE,
ST. LOUIS (UPI) — Ernest where he lived
until he was two ilize as much and cause damage
England I UPI I — Two
sey will make her movie debut drinkers
Roger Griss is a policeman- years old is still
who downed 10 pints
preserved,
to desirable plants. Care should
with Steve McQueen in "The 112 U.S.
poet-actor-song composer.
pints , of beer apparstill be taken to avoid drift parRelvers.'
His acting, writing and en- Death
ently saved themselves from
Valley
'ticularly if hose-e, d sprayers
food poisoning Although they tertaining are off-duty hobbies. Monument
are used.
Forsythe for 'Rome'
ate from a batch of sea food Griggs writes poetry, music
DEATH VALLEY, Calif.
Recommended materials (one
and essays. He has appeared
HOLLYWOOD , UPI)--John that poisoned 75 other
1 UPI)—Death Valley Nation*
persons,
of the following) are (a) 2,4-0;
in "The Blacks" by Jean Genet.
Forsythe will star in yet an- 'they were unaffected.
Monument occupies more than
other television pilot show—
"It seems the beer diluted or His songs have been recorded 1.9 million acres of desert ter- (b) 2,4-D and Silvexi (c) 2,4-0
by Arthur Prysock, Nancy Wilthis one
titled "When in neutralized the poison,"
rain. It is 282 feet below sea and 2,4,5-T or (d) 2,4-D and Bansaid a
Rome" for Don Fedderson Pro- health department
son, Gloria Lynn and The
uel. These aresoLdunder various
level.
spokesman.
ductions.
Fifth Dimension.
trade names as single materials
(2, 4-D for instance) or combinOnly the U.S. Senate has the ations (2, 4-D and Silvex.)
Before 1913, U.S. senators
Charles Lindbergh's famous
The famed Orient Express is were elected
by their state leg- plane, The Spirit of St. Louis. power to approve or disapplove
All these materials should be
a regular train service between islatures, not by the
people di- is housed in the Smithsonian major Presidential appoint- used exactly
according to the
Paris and Istanbul
rectly.
ments
Institution.
directions on the containers.
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in Key Biscayne, Fla., President-elect Nixon
had this conference wi
aides before flying north. They are i after Nixon)
John Mitchell, California's Lt. Gov,
Robert Finch, and Robert Haldeman, who will be
Nixon's White House chief of staff. ''os,
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By JOAN O'SULLIVAN
THANKSGIVING just
I wouldn't be Thanksgiving
without turkey, the traditional star of the holiday table.
But how this American bird
has changed since the days of
the first Thanksgiving when it
ran wild, hunted by the Indians not only for food but"
also for clothing and for use
in making arrows.
The modern turkey doesn't
rough it. Rather it's raised
with tender, loving care, making it a plumper and meatier
bird. This year's top turkey
one specially selected, bred
and processed via a unique
method which places creamery
butter deep inside breast, legs
and thighs. If Ts a self-basting
bird, unusually moist, juicy,
tender and flavorful

The larger turkey offers the
best buy since it provides
more meat in proportion to
bone. For the small family or
the young couple, however,
there are 2- to 8-pound boneless turkey roasts or rolls, also selections of wings and
legs

ROAST TURKEY WITH
PEANUT STUFFING
Prepare 10- to 12-pound
self-basting turkey according
to instructions on bag. Stuff
neck and body cavities with
peanut stuffing.
14 cup diced onion
IS cup diced celery
Ult cup (1 stick) butter
Traditional Fare
2 quarts seasoned dry
There is no need to menubread cubes
plan for Thanksgiving. Cer2 eggs, slightly beaten
1 tablespoon chopped
tain foods are expected and
parsley
traditionally must be served
U, teaspoon pepper
or the family will be disap34 cup chopped salted
pointed. They include turkey
peanuts
stuffing, cranberries, yams,
turnips and pumpkin. Serve
114 cups broth
Cook' onion and celery in
them you must in the usual
butter until tender. Pour over
way or, for a change, in the
new versions suggested by tobread cubes. Add eggs, parsley, pepper, peanuts and
day's recipes
broth. Toss lightly. Stuff turkey.
FRESH CRANBERRIES are center of interest in a holiday
CRANBERRY CONFETTI
setting. They're "pinned" to styrofoam balls, making candle
MOLD
holders. Cranberries star, too, in the Confetti Mold salad,
2 cups fresh cranberries
IS cup sugar
with sugared cranberries.
with a delicious new flavor.
34 cup water
Serves 6 to 8.
2 tablespoons
FROZEN GINGERSUGARED CRANBERRIES
envelopes)
PUMPKIN PIE
1 egg yolk
1 pint vanilla ice cream
unflavored gelatin
Is teaspoon water
as cups heavy cream,
cup chopped candied
1 cup fresh cranberries
whipped
ginger
N. cup granulated sugar
3 cups sieved cottage
1 i9-inch baked pie
Beat egg white and water
cheese
crust
1 tablespoon lemon juice together just until blended
1 cup canned pumpkin
Dip cranberries in mixture un1 teaspoon salt
1 cup sugar
til completely coated. Roll in
1 tablespoon minced
1/2 tea.spoon salt
sugar. Let stand at room ternonion
1 teaspoon ground ginger
perature until dry.
14 cup Minced parsley
% teaspoon ground
WHOLE BAKED YAMS
14 cup finely chopped
nutmeg
WITH MARSHMALLOW
celery
I% cups miniature
Scrub
yams.
Wipe
Combine cranberries, sugar
dry and
marshmallows
1 cup heavy cream.
and 15 cup water. Bring to a rub lightly with oil. Prick
each
potato once with fork
boil, reduce heat and simmer
whipped
(to prevent bursting in oven).
for 5 minutes_
Chopped nuts
Combine gelatin with re- Bake in 325 F. oven 1 hour
Stir ice cream to soften.
maining 14 cup water, let Remove and make crosswise
Quickly fold in chopped ginger and spread in pie shell.
stand 5 minutes. Add to hot slit on top of each potato and
cranberries and simmer until insert a spoonful of marshFreeze until firm.
Mix pumpkin, sugar, salt,
gelatin is dissolved. Remove mallow topping Brown I to
2 minutes under broiler.
ginger, and nutmeg. stir in
from heat and cool.
Gradually fold whipped'
marshmallows. Fold in cream
TURNIP TRICK
Pile on ice cream layer and
cream into cottage cheese.
When cooking turnip, add
sprinkle with nuts Freeze unAdd salt, lemon juice, onion, 1 tablespoon sugar, 1 small
til firm.
parsley, celery and cranberry onion peeled and chopped. 1
mixture.
I,
To serve, remove from
large potato peeled gnd diced.
Armour
Co
A SP:I.F-BASTING TURKEY processing places creamery
freezer and let stand in reSpoon mixture into cooled 1 large apple peeled and quarbutter deep inside the bird comes to Thanksgiving table
frigerator for 5 to 10 minMold. Chill until firm. Un- tered Drain and mash for a
beautifully crisp and brown outside and extra jsticy
utes Serves 6 to M.
mold and serve garnished traditional Thanksgivi9g

FIELD

HENS WIENERS

,49
SCOTT JUMBO

IGA Aluminum

NAPKINS FOIL
180 count pkg

HEAVY DUTY

33C 18,,,. 490
IGA

SNOKREEM PUMPKIN
303 can

a

lb

FRESH

1490

•

393

the Total
that Counts

Remember—Its

STEELE

Sweet
POTATOES

3 c'han 6C 2 29 c22/1190
for

303 can

IGA

APPLE
SAUCE

BUSH MEXICAN
or GREAT NORTHERN

BEANS
300

CAN

PHILADELPHIA

CREAM
CHEESE

35 8/88C
ROLLS
PIES CIDER
2/49c 3/$1.00 95

2thr

IGA BROWN & SERVE

8P11011 29

FROZEN
PUMPKIN or MINCE

INDIAN SUMMER

APPIF

PliR of P .__,

FRESH

CRANBERRIES

FRESH CRISP

Gaibil
FRESH SWEET

CELERY OTATOES!

Large Stalk 136 size],

Lhag 29C 2 29C 2is 29 I
FRESH

COCONUTS

thr
RED

CALIFORNIA NAVAL

GRAPES ORANGES
1)19

large size

I19
CLOSED THANKSGIVING
each

•

Or.
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Wrather Home
Scene Bridal Coffee
For Miss Erwin

Phone 753-1917 or 753-4947

•

I v
oireoa

elude a large educational loan
fund were received from the
Kentucky projects chairman, a
member of the executive beard
of the State Chapter. A report
was given concerning a gradForeign travel was the theme uate student from Biafrs who
of Thursday's meeting of Chap- Is at present studying at the
ter M of the P. E. 0 Sister- University of Indiana.
hood in the home of Mrs.
The program, a second in a
George Hart who was appro- series entitled "As The World
priately dressed in Hawaiian Turns", included pictures and
dress leis, and sandals Chinese travelogue by Mrs. Hart on
hibiscus blossoms in the enter- "Hawaii" and by Mrs. Harold
taming room and Hawaiian cof- Banks on her eight country tour
fee served with dessert during of Europe.
the social hour highlighted the
arrangements.
Mrs
Ralph
Out-of-town members present
Woods was rotating hostess.
for the meeting included Mrs.
Edward M. Niumelee of MayMrs. Alfred Lindsey, presi- field, Mrs. H. B Master. Jr., of
dent of the chapter. presided Media, Pennsylvania and Mesover the business meeting dur- dames Banks John E. Humphing which annual gifts were reys, Robert Swisher and Robvoted to the Kentucky Cottey ert Wimmer, all of Paducah.
College Scholarship Fund and
The next meeting of the
the International Peace Scho- Chapter will be on December 7
larship Fund, both projects of in the home of Mrs. Banks with
the Sisterhood.
Mrs. Swisher assisting LunchLetters concerning the Sis- eon at 12•00 noon will precede
terhood projects which also in- the meeting.

PEO Sisterhood
Chapter Meets At
The Hart Home

MONDAY — NOVEMBER 25, 1968
'0

Miu Mary Leslie Erwin,
bride-elect of John Fred Malhame, was honored with a coffee on Wednesday morninS.
November 19, from ten to eleven-thirty o'clock.
The special occasion was given by Mrs. Vandal Wrather and
Mrs. Gus Robertson, Jr., at the
lovely home of Mrs. Wrather on
Farmer Avenue.
The hostesses, together with
Miss Erwin and her mother,
Mrs. Stark Erwin, greeted the
guests at the door where a
guest register was signed.
The dining table was overlaid with an ecru linen embroidered cloth and was centered
with a triangular arrangement
of pink and white roses. All
the table appointments were in

SOCIAL CALENDAR
Idessday, November 15
The Ruth Sunday School Class
of the fount Baptist Church will
meet at the church for a potluck supper at 6:30 p m Mrs.
Archie Simmons will be the devotional speaker.
•• •
The Great Books Discussion
Group will meet at the MurrayCalloway County Library at
wrren p.m. with Mr. and Mrs.
Alfred Wolfson as the leaders.
The public is invited.
• ••
The Calloway County Brunch
of the ACE will meet at Robertson School at four p.m. with
Dr. Gwendolyn Grossman as
speaker.
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•

GOLD CBES

TURK

Presdiing at the coffee and
tea service during the morning hours were Mrs. Sydney
Easley and Mrs. William E.
Dodson,
Miss Erwin chose to wear
•
for the event a kelly green
woolen sheath and at her
• ••
shulder was pinned a hostessThe Beta Sigma Phi sorority'
es' gift corsage of white minwill meet at the Community
Phottr by Val Umbach
iature mums. Mrs. Erwin wore
Center, Ellis Drive, at 7:30 p.m.
Miss Jerry. Ann Allbritten
a grey knit dress and a corsage
IS Bride-Elect Of
of white chrysanthemums.
The Creative Arts DepartJohnny le. Brannon
The hostesses presented Miss
ment of the Murray Woman's
'Erwin with a brass and crystal
Club will hold its workshop
Mr. and Mrs. William Rex Allbritten of Puryear, Tennessee
jewelry box.
Brisendine Studio
meeting at the club house at
announce the engagement and approaching marriage of their only
The
guest
list
included
Mes9:30 am. Hostesses will be Men-dames Glen Grogan, Charles daughter, Jerrye Ann, to Johnny Lee Brannon, son of MT. and •
dames Bill Warren, Ralph Tea
Hoke, Woodrow Herndon, Hen- Mrs. James Thomas Brannon also of Puryear.
seneer, P. R. Heise, K. T. CrawMiss Allbritten is a graduate of Puryear High School and Is
ry Holton, Ruth Blackwood, Art
ford, and EH Birdsong.
Lee, H. J. Bryan, Steve Story, presently employed at Henry County General Hospital.
•••
Mr. Brannon is a graduate of Puryear High School and is a
James W. Erwin, Buron JefTuesday, November 26
Junior at Murray State University where he is majoring in history.
frey,
Hoyt
Craig,
Dewey
RagsThe Tau Phi Lambda SororA December wedding is planned,
dale, Purdom Outland, Hubert
ity of WOW will meet at the
Myers, Herman Ellis, Mary
home of Mrs. Carolyn Sexton
bodices and bell sleeves were Frank Karr, William E. Dodson, tion this year winning $3.000 ate study. Other awards are
Miss Patricia L Hill and
at seven p.m.
made similar to the bride's. John Bryant, and Sydney Eas- Phi Kappa Phi awards — the
nding.
• ••
Airman Donald R. Jackson were
first for an Auburn honor stuTheir
headpieces were bows of ley.
Elementary married in a beautiful ceremony
Kirksey
The
dent.
the same Ulric as the dresses
School Parent-Teacher Associa- on October 20 in
She holds a three-year scholthe sanctuary
Car Stereo Tape Decks,
tion will hold its meeting at the
net veils. They wore white
and
arship at the University of
of the Cottage Grove Church of
CB Radios, Guitars
school at 7:30 pm. with Mrs.
gloves and shoes and carried a
Southern California under a
LEACH'S MUSIC & TV
Ann Wood as the speaker. The Christ.
National Defense Education
carnation with
pink
stem
long
Dixieland Center
The bride is the daughter of
second grade mothers will be
Act, Woodrow Wilson FellowPhone 753-7575
streamers tied in
Mr. and NIrs A. J. Hill of Route white ribbon
hostesses.
OPEN TILL A:00 rot'.
ship, and e Danforth Fellowknots.
love
• ••
3, Cottage Grove and Mr.
ship for four years of graduAUBURN, Ala,
UP I 1 Dr Howard Giles will be tea- Jackson is the son of Mr. and
Mr. Johnnie Jackson, cousin
Blonde,
blue-eyed
Susan
Skel
cher for the mission study spon- Mrs. Dorris Jackson, Route 2, of the bridegroom, was beet
ton could use a small van for a
sored by the WMS at the First Cottage Grove.
man, and Randy Williams, friend graduation present—she needs
Baptist Church at seven p.a.
bridegroom, was one to haul her truckload of
Bro. James B. Allison, pastor o f the
All members and their husbof
Shady
Grove
Baptist
Church,
grddrnsin
arE
Ushers were Gar, honors.
ands and the general public is
The 22-year-old senior is
Barrett
Bobby
and
Barrett, also
at
uncle
officiated
of
the
bride,
invited to attend.
just about buried by grants,
• ••
the 3:00 p.m. double ring friends of the bridegroom.
awards and scholarships
The bride's mother wore a amounting to thousands of
cereArn°nrecording
with dollars for post-graduate
Crawford at the pipeoo
frgan
l wi
ae
study.
s rt'P
hre
lde cre
quPe
arte
sireevsleeev
Iewe driaecaskewt
played
The
mothers and matching material, black gloves,
Otherson campus say Miss
attendants entered as "The and hat. Her purse and shoes, Skelton is almost about legendary, with more honors than
March "
by. were also balck.
any other graduating senior
Mendelinohn
Wedding
was played. For
The
mother
of
the and some firsts nationwide for
the entrance of the bride with
bridegroom
wore
a
blue
crepe
her father, who gave her in
She went from straight A's
.
marriage, "The Bridal Chorus' dress with three quarter length in high school to special study
sleeves. The dress was made in as a college sophomore
at the
m Lohenlgrm was piayeo.
A -line style, and her hat, gloves, University of Hawaii with the
The vows were ex anged
Freed Curd, principal of
purse and shoes were also black. Institute for Cultural and
Lynn Grove School has releas- before a white wrought iron
Technical Interchanap
ed the honor roll for the sec- arch
decorated
with pink Each f
e mothers wore a She was one of 15 in the naond six weeks. It is as follows: carnations and greenery. A camp
of two white carnations
Fourth — Donna Adams, basket of white gladioli and
Following the ceremony the brown bag matched her pumps.
Gay Howard, Lou Ann Morris,
'greenery with white satin bows bride's parents were hosts to a
Airman Jackson will be
Janet Murdock, Tammy Overby, Gail Smotherinan, Pam on each side of the arch and two reception at the church. The stationed at West Over Air Force
Todd, Sammy Tucker, and Lisa candelabra with white candies able was covered with a white Base, Mans., for nine months and
were used. Pewitsfor the family linen cloth, with pink net over! Mrs. Jackson will reside with her
Warren.
Fifth — Pat Adams, Stanley were marked with white satin the cloth. Pink satin bows with parents until the can join her
Anderson, Kathy Calhoun, Hal bows.
white bells were placed on each husband.
Crouch, Karen Darnell, Car
Out of town people attending
The bride was lovely in a ful corner of the table and a pink
Doren, Kathy Jackson. RiU
arnation arrangement was the the wedding were: Mrs. Lottk
Kimbro, Terry Rogers, Lisa Ro- length dress designed with
gers, Terry Vance, Gail Sheri Empire waist with scalloped centerpiece. The three-tiered Smithson, Mrs. Jewel Keefe,
dan, and Regina Windsor.
neckline and scalloped bell wedding cake, decorated with Mrs. Harvey Bash, Mrs. Pearl
Sixth — Lloyd Andbrson. ileeves of white chantilly lace. white wedding bells and pink Allison, Gay Allison, all of
Betty Armstrong, Donna Bar. rhe skirt was of white bridal flowers, and green leaves, and Nashville, Tennessee, Mrs. Betty
9 am.—Mike Douglas Show
11:30 p.m.—
ger, Vicky Butterworth, Mack satin accented with flowers cut topped with with a miniature Jackson,
Patricia Jackson Kathy
4 p.m.—Big Show—
Harris, Beth Humphries, JimLate
Show—
and
bride
bridegroom,
the
chantilly
lace and centered
Jackson, Mack Jackson, all of
my Kelso, Jeff Key, La Rhea from
"Track Of The Vampire"—
with seed pearls. The chapel crystal punch bowl with pink Farmington, Kentucky,
"Monkey On My Back"-Mr.
and
Miller, Don Nance, Marketis
Luana Anders, William Campbell Diana Foster,
silver mint
ishes,a
punch,
ddo
a ndnut
tllt and Mrs. Johnny Williams, and
Orr, Ralph Rogers, Anthony length train of white bridal satin d
10:30
added
p.m.—Perry Mason
Cameron Mitchell
Benny Jackson, all of Murray
Hebb, Randy Winchester, and was attached at the Empire
Kentucky
Derma Tucker.
waist Her veil was elbow length attractiveneie of the table.
Mrs. Mazel Lamb and Mrs
Seventh — Jesse Darnell, Ja- gathered around a tiara of seed
I
net Deering, Paula Foy, Vera Pearls. and the bridal bouquet Ann Solowey served.
Herndon, Greg Howard, Dennis was of
Miss Kathy Hill registered the
white carnations centered
Morris, Zanda Morris, Susan
more t
one hundred and
white
orchid
with
a
with
long
Oliver, Randy Redden, Terry
ShIrchan, Melia Spann, George white satin streamers tied in love thirty guests who attended.
When the couple left later for
Taylor, Melinda Taylor, Steve knots.
a short wedding trip the bride
Towery, and Tommy West.
Hill,
Miss
dm
abluewliongseg
Eighth — Carol Bailey, Sarah wide, wasianeid
sleeved
ma o honor
ister 7fMth
is:
inew
wearg dress with sequins
w-1as
Calhoun, Patty Cooper, Vicki Wanda Nash. cousin of the bride, A
Humphreys, Brenda Kelso, Ja- was bridesmaid.
Thee floor around the neck and sleeves,
ney Kelso, Cliff Key, and Conlength Empire waist dresses of brown pumps and the orchid
nie Underhill.
pink pcau de sole with pink as from her bridal bouquet. Her

TI
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Miss Hill And Airman Jackson

Marry At Cottage Grove Church

Of Christ In Lovely Ceremony

Egghead keeps

Jackie's Marriage
Valid in Church?

Feet on Ground

By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY I am a Catholic woman who would like
some kind of explanation to the following: How can Cardinal
Cushing "excuse" Jackie Kennedy for marrying a divorced
man whose wife is still living'
I was a good Catholic, and also a widow, and I did the
same thing, and for this I was excommunicated from the
Catholic church
Why is Jackie Kennedy any better than me or a thousand
other good Catholic women who married a divorced man whose
wife is still alive?
With my own ears I heard Cardinal Cushing say. "Jackie
Kennedy may marry anyone she wishes Then he went on to
say that she is no -public sinner."
Then I'm no "public sinner," either After I heard Cardinal
Cushing, I went right to my parish priest, demanded that I be
let back into the church, and I was told it wasn't possible
I suppose if you have the kind of money the Kennedys
have you can buy anything. but I never knew a person could
buy himself back into the church. Please answer this in your
column as I'm sure there are a lot. of Catholics in the same
boat who would like to see your answer. Sign me .
"ONE OF MANY"
DEAR ONE Richard Cardinal Cashing. Archbishop of
Boston. said. land I (motel: "I said, 'why can't Mrs. Kennedy
marrs whome‘er she wants to marry? The Idea that she will
be excommunicated or that she is • public simmer is a lot of
nonsense
"I presume that whoever reported m
-emarks would
know that I meant Mrs. Keened) could marry anyone she
wanted, but not within the church.
"I told her that if the marriage was invalid, she could me
receive the sacraments of the Catholic church. bat that she
could participate in the Marro 'Lamely the mass, for example.
And that she could continue all the private devotion she had
as a ('Atholic.

..that is wrong with that advice? Thousands in Ma
archdiocese of over two million Catholics have received similar
advice Amoog them, my own sister who married a Jew. They
used together in perfect peace and harmony for over k years.
"In the beginning, they were married outside the Catholic
church Eventually they were able to get their marriage
validated within the Catholic church Her husband went to the
synagog and my sister went to the catholic church."
DEAR MISS VAN SURE". By her recent marriage to
Aristotle Onassis. Jacqueline Kennedy according to the law of
the Catholic church has forfeited her right to receive the
sacraments of penance (conlessioo) and the eucharist [holy
communion
Cardinal Cushing's recent comments asking the public
not to judge Jackie too harshly, should not be construed as
'permission" for Jackie to marry a divorced man whose wife
is alive and still receive the sacraments The Cardinal has no
power to grant Jackie immunity frotn the rules of the church
on marriage
When Cardinal Cushing said that Jackie could marry
whomever she wishes, he meant that no one, not even a family
friend such as himself, could prevent her marrying Onassis if
she chose to do so When he saw that her mind was made up,
he did not attempt to dissuade her
It is eminently unfair for anyone to charge that Cardinal
Cushing has a double standard on this matter [one for poor
people and one for rich people).
Jackie has entered her marriage to Onassis clearly aware
that it is not approved by the church
Signed, JAMES P. SHANNON, AUXILIARY
ARCHBISHOP OF ST. PAUL AND MINNEAPOLIS
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DEAR MISS VAN BUREN The term "excommunication"
is one used by lay people rather than the clergy. To my
knowledge, during my lifetime I know of no one who has
actually been "excommunicated "
Mrs Onassis' situation is not one of excommunication, but
her marriage is considered irregular or invalid and she is
removed—or separated from the communion of the faithful
However, she may still attend mass
Please ask your readers to pray for Jacqueline
Signed. CARDINAL JAMES F A McINTYRE.
ARCHBISHOP OF LOS ANGELES
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Closed Thursday and Friday
November 18 & 19
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For Emergency
Please Call One Of The Following Numbers
753-4736
753-5071 753-6206
753-1273
753-3453
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Costs So Little, Anyone Can Afford It!
$2000 is at that it takes to coier an average
P‘reolet rtONl f
orgel•
is
screen porch . a breezeway less than $15 00
Also I n 28 and 40 width&
Have a dry, protected room for children's play
Of storage arfa 811 winter long
ITS SO EASY ANYONE CAN CIO iT
a
TheaOnly Plastic Window Material that
'...4 )
.1 wr•ai •ac•
carries a 2-YEAR GUARANTEE
V011.1
The name Warp's Flex 0 Glass is printed On
k
the
fOr'your protection
Look For Genuine FLEX-0-GLASS At Your Local Hdwr..or Lmbr. Dealer :61.4)ytivofromp.mionavfnottNwowympoffempitmompm
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lb.

'CROUTETTES

59'
99'

SWIFT PREMIUM "DEEP BASTED " BUTTERBALL TURKEYS.. SURE THEY COST
MORE.. THEY ARE WORTH MORE.. WHY NOT BUY THE BEST FOR YOUR
THANKSGIVING DINNER.. AVAILABLE FROM 1010 LBS.

28 oz.

. 4

TURKEY ROAST

p1,19/2-16.$339
2
2-lb.
$319
lb.

69'

SHANK
PORTION
LB

33t
29t

firth purchase below .

COUPON

A9c

18 oz.
Art
Jar
Ll6
oaovze.s9
9c

JAM Park round
WHITE
osed.le BREAD
1-16.
1 3 oz.can39C
!i HALVES
1 -lb. car' 39c
I3-oz.
PUMPKIN PIE MIX
Hyde

FREE
100
QUALITY
STAMPS

$119

Jambo Blackberry

1-oz. box

COOPER 8, MARTIN FEATURES....

V.

SMOKED

MEAL

KELLOGGS

STEAK

49t cHudinitAir

MS

is are

ium Prot

i
s‘
lw i0PrinliiRKY ROAR

12oz. PKG
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SWIFT PREMIUM
"DEEP BASTED"
BUTTERBALL
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3—LB CAN
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BACON

TURKEYS
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FREE QUALITY STAMPS
With This Coupon and Purchoce of

BUTTERBALL TURKEY
C.
,p•A esimr•s so'
R•el•om st

27 1943
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ELMO

LAST WEEKS $100 Treasure Chef
Winner - Mr. Don Shelton.

MAYONNAISE 59t
COFFEE
69t
nKTR AFRT

:C

Blue Ribbon

POTATO

Twin

MAXWELL HOUSE

Pak

1-111. Bag

CALIFORINA

RED GRAPES
,
6 NEW CROP
YAMS

19t
2 29t
LB

18.

• •C
•

Tray Pak
lb.

IRAPPLES
P

23'

Hometown Flake

7oz.
cup45'

COCONUT

PET RITZ Frozen

MINCE
OR PUMPKIN

Medium .3ize

YELLOW ONIONS

3-1b.
bags' r 39C

39c

Ocean Spray Fresh

CRANBERRIES

1 -lb.
Pkg.

TRI-VALLY WHOLE SPICED

PEACHES

4.8 size stalk

20 01 PE

13 01.
1—ICAN

25c

each

,ELM BRAND CUT

s GREEN BEANS
CAKE MIXES

lot

lb-oz. can

JACK SPRAI

Ra inbn Sweet Gherk i n

PICKLES
Libby Stuffed Manz.

OLIVES

CREAM CHEESE
ICE CREAM

'19-oz. S1
boxes

38

HYDE PARK

h

•

Jar

Libby Sliced

PICKED BEETS
Vrnft Deluxe
MACARONI DINNER

• 211Apt.
. KRAF1 PHILADELPHIA

39c
5.z. 39c

12 oz.
Jar

ALCOA
L

oz. 011.

I

69

SAVE 10C Of 590

PRESERVES

Kraft

MARSHMALLOWS
MARSHMALLO
WS
bakers Scoff
CHOC. CHIPS

21:7 49'
l4-oz. 19c
Pkg. LI
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Customers Find
An Answer Man
Behind Counter
By KATHLEEN NEUMEY F.It
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MURRAY, KENTUCKY
Mini-Forms in Peru
LIMA. Peru !UPI) — Miniiarms in the Andean Peruvian
state of Puno pack a big wallop for hundreds of thousands
• 1!,dian families. the Minis,1 Agriculture reports.
"k Aeldblea
mini-farms, known as
:ninifundioa." average 12 to
:5 acres in size and give sub,istence on an average to 300
rsons each, the report said

JO
0 14

'10

LOS ANGELES *UPI) — In
the good old days housewives
bought, meat from the neigh- 'Board'
Failed
borhood butcher who cut it the
LONDON lUPII —Police said
way they wanted.
(3ordon Holloway, 26. who
Today. most women buy pre- pleaded guilty to charges of
packaged meat from super- stealing rings from a jeweler's
markets and choose train Auni. was caught when the
whatever is displayed, without shopkeeper became suspiasking for particular cuts.
, ious and pushed the alarm
But whether they know it Dell because Holloway's di.or not, in most good stores the .case. a false beard, kept slipbutcher is still standing by to ping off
answer questions on the best
buys and how to cook them. As
likely as not, he's been to
butchers' school, and not only Big Zinnia
NEW NATO AIR COMMAND ON THE MEDITERRANEAN Ceremonies at Capodichino MiliBELLEVILLE, Ill. UPI) —
knows how to cut meat, but
tary) Airport at Naples, Italy. mark the in.iuguration of a new NATO air command enhow to season, sear and serve Herbert Baum, Sr 73, grew a
trusted with the task of tracking Soviet ships in the Mediterranean
American and
zinnia measuring six inches
it.
DENTISTS CONCENTRATION IMPROVED To improve student doctors powers of concentritBritish aircraft are in the background. Italian planes also will take part (Cablepholoi
Darrell Cooper of nearby across in his back yard.
Hon the University of Alberta's Dental Clinic in Montreal. Que ordered maxi-covers for
11
Torrance is one such butcher,a
mini-skirted lane A model Francoise Lamarre. is the patient."
and he believes in old-fashioned personal attention to It breaks down the fibers in Crewing Around
Churchill Memorial
No Joke
customers. Cooper, who has beef and makes the meat juicy Marriage Law
been cutting meat for 23 years, and tender And at ThanksBUENOS AIRES i UPI) —
LONDON UPII—The Greatthey r.a‘e become a fact in calls his regular customers, giving, Just squeeze a lemon Since divorce is illegal in Ar- er London Council is considerLEIGH - ON - SEA. England
Europe. an outfit called Capes by name and knows what cuts inside the turkey You'll
never gentina. estranged couples of- ing a plan to erect a giant
for Men was started in New they like best. He also stands get a tough bird
ten marry again in Mexico or granite monolith as a memorial 'UPI) — Three people didn't
that way."
think the clowning of Phillip
York. and a scattering of men ready to give counsel on "best
to Sir Winston Churchill.
—"The best thing in the Urug uay
Circus, 17, was very funny.
can now be seen wearing a buys."
Newspapers often carry lawworld to serve for company
caned raincoat or topcoat.
"You don't have to pay high outdoors is a round steak four yers' advertisements reading:
The memorial would be They were a former school
Time will tell."
prices for good quality, nutri- or five inches thick. Wrap it "Family Business: Argentine placed on the south bank of the teacher, the manager of the
Circus worked, andsi
What about the year 2000 tious
meat," Cooper
says. in foil with some onion soup Marriages in Mexico, Uru- Thames where Churchill's body shop where
AD.?
was brought ashore after its a former girl friend. Circus got
"And a good butcher educates mix and put it on your barbe- guay."
funeral voyage upriver in 1965, a suspended six-month prisons
Don Loper of California de- his customers. When I came to cue, with the coals arranged in
IS) %% ALTER LO(.SAN
according to Harold Sebag- sentence after the court was
short pants suffered a quick signed a collarless, three-quar- this store, it had a strictly loin
circle around it. Slice it on
NEW YORK
The average congressional Montefiore. chairman of the told he made 1,965 anonymous
UPI
— A death when tried on Madison ter sleeved garment. For formal and chop clientele. Now I've a slant and you can serve your
travel jacket with a dozen hid- Avenue."
space age happenings he adds educated them to buying chuck guests barbecued steak very district has a population of Council's Arts and Recreations phone calls to the three and
sent them 211 offensive letters
Committee.
den pockets? It never made It.
Then there were the hat a coat jacket with satin piping steak.
about 412 000 persons.
economically."
A knee length cardigan sweater manufacturers who tried to on lapel and collar and snap"It's not hard to educate
in lieu of a topcoat? Men hoot- stimulate men into wearing off-for -cleaning cuffs.
customers." cooper added.
ed as it Slimmed down knick- hats with a new line that inOleg Cassini believes future "You just tell one woman what III
ers -plus twos" for golfers? cluded geometrically shaped fashions -will stress simplicity, to buy and how to fix it. and
Never. Short sleeved suits for crowds — hexagons, triangles. comfort and function." He of- she'll let all her friends and III
the summer? Nope. Bevel toed squares Nobody bought them. fered a one piece weekend suit neighbors in on the secret."
III
shoes? Ugh.
Then the industri had design- complete with a low slung
Cooper sells about 12.000
Everett Mattnn. the editor of er Raymond Loewy design a utility belt equipped with a pounds of meat a week.
"You can barbecue any kind !
!
I
Gentlemen's Quarterly, looked hat.
built-in solar-powered radio
"He came up with a felt hat and telephone and with it of meat." he said. "Even liver III
back on a decade of fashion
II
busts as GQ celebrated Its that had what looked like a thigh-length boots. Also a one Is wonderful fixed on the bartenth year tilts month as the ramp climbing around the piece town and travel suit with becue."
hIS
The secret of barbecuing is
only hen's fashion magazine. crown to its top." Mattlin said. a prominent front zipper.
NI
II
He also looked as far ahead as "We never saw anyone wearing
Pierre Cardin feels future to have the coals the proper •.
III
2000 A.D. with predictions by one of them either."
II
fashions can only be fantasy distance from the meat. The
"When pants got tight, tightleading designers.
II
and that his current produc- more well-done you want the •.
III
GQ. which actually comes er and tightest, one firm de- tions are futuristic enough. He meat, the farther it should be
I.
out eight times a year in spite cided it was time for men to shows a zipped wool knit placed from the coals.
"Put your meat over the fire
of its name. listed some of the carry pocketbooks" he said "It "Cosmocorps" with steel-ringItems which did become big imported them from France, ! circled leather boot: and a and sear it on one side," CoopIII
er advised. "Turn it over once
hits—the Continental Look, the with shoulder straps, arguing 'f metallic-collared
navy
blue
III
British Shaped Look trench that men carry briefcases any- wool cape for evening over a and that's it. Don't keep turncoats, double-breasted blazers, way. The idea didn't catch on belted navy evening suit belted ing it over and over. And don't
into It to see if it's done.
alpaca gOlf as-eaters
%lie — but .it PUB slag We hear arid • luilaurfly-bowed In red cut
16take your fork and lift
CHRISTMAS
•
..
big 1967 hit the turtle zikk.
they've been proposed in Italy satin.
I
lone
meat
fiber
little
and
of
Men complained that they again."
John Weitz predicts climatic
•
'peek untie+ it. There's no set
have to suffer terrible discomIll
Many innovations were tried variation will have disappeared
-fort in the summer, wearing all but failed. Men will wear shawl through use of continent-cov- rule on how long to cook it
those layers of clothes while collars with their dinner jack- ering air conditioner-cleaners You're the cook and you know
women wear sleeveless cotton ets but never on a suit. Split and says clothing will be sYtn- how you like your meat."
by Noma
Cooper learned to cook at
dresses. Mattlin mused
the shawl a bit to restore the bolls. He showed a one-piece
Light or Dark Chocolate
Fully assembled, pre-So a few years ago a familiar notch and men bought knit stretch ''unders" including butchers' school in his native
6 Rolls - 26.x80III
59t
Limit: 2
tested, guaranteed.
manufacturer made a short- it. Then somebody attempted thin soled shoes and "ovens" St Louis. Mo , where he spent
III
apprenticeship
two
- year
$1.79
Value
sleeved suit." he said. "Nobody to reintroduce knickers but no- which are tunic-like garments his
$1.19
with coupon
490
bought It Another firm camel body wanted them. Norfolk There will be no pockets — all under an experienced butcher
Coupon good thru Sat., Nov. 30, '68
•••••/
Value .77
Value U
out with a short sleeved dinner' jackets, on the other hand, go purchases will be made by a and attending night school two
III
FUMOOM:017/3[714&,,
•
jacket. Nobody bought that! on forever.
permanent world-wide credit nights a week to learn to cut
III
and cook meat.
either Many firms put out
'It takes a long time for number worn on a left hand
At home, he helps his wife
Jackets without lapels. to elim- some things to be accepted," ring.
III
inate at least one layer of Mattlin said. "GQ has shown
Hardy Amies of England says with the cooking and teaches
Wide Selection!!
eloth: but the cardigan Jacket capes from Its very first issue two piece suits will be worn by his children to barbecue.
In
Some of Cooper's tips:
has never meant much in men's in 1957, but few men have by 2000 and that one piece lump
kl
Ill
sear And 'Bermuda suits' with worn them. This year. though. suits will be worn only for "The best tenderizer is lemkinds
of
Juice,
meat.
for
all
on
.
— I travel.
-lI
III

•
•

.31

•
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MEN'S WEAR

Male Fashion Getups
That Never Got Off

••••

iU

CE)

WHY PAY MORE
SHOP THE TOTAL
DISCOUNT WAY

k_

OVER 5,000 EVERY DAY LOW PRICES!!

000U.

INDOOR
LIGHTSET

B

IVRAPPiNG
PAPER

BOX CHERRIES

38('
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Some Answers To

What's Being Done to Lessen Plight of Our Indians

Ill

HI

19M.Seitzer

LAVORIS
Mouthwash
& Gargle

UPS
III

By Cesstral Press
WASHINGTON—Night after
night millions of TV viewers
watch the westerns portraying
the American Indians: swooping
Clown on wagon trains, chasing
or being chased by the U S.
Cavalry.
But what are our American
Indians really like in this year
of 1968, some 80 years after the
last Indian war?
In the first place. about the
-N•aritsturtg- Indian. the tact is
that the population reached a
low point of 243.000 in the latter part of the 19th century. Today, according to the Bureau of
Indian Affairs, there are more
than 600 000 and the Indian
birth rates are double those of
the United States as a whole
Indians are citizens, and can
vote on the sarne basis as other
respective
citizens of their
States; they may and do hold
responsible elective and appointive government positions Indians are not required to stay on
reservations: they can move
about- as freely as other Amenn
Cane.
• • •
INDIANS, the bureau points
out. are not "wards of the government." Indians pay local and
federal taxes the same as other
citizens unless a treaty, agreement or statute exempts them
because lands are'held in trust
About 400.000 live on or near
reservations (290 in 25 states).
The remaining 200.000 have
moved to cities, Altogether.
Uncle Sam is now spending $464)
million a year on Indians
• Now, to look at the other side
of the picture ... This was perhaps presented most dramatically. by the President of the
United States in a special message to Congress --- the first
special presidential message on
Indian affairs in U.S. history •
on March 6 of this year,
' The most striking thing
about the American Indians today is their tragic plight." the

•

Among the non-government
projects to assist our Indians to
a better life is one sponsored by
the Mormon Church which has
26,000 Indian members.
Under this program, Mormon
families take an Indian youngster
from
his
reservation,
"adopt" him temporarily and
send him to school with the:I
own children. He 111 fed, clothed,
enters into all the family's cultural and recreational activities.
does' his share of the household
chores, submits to the usual discipline, receives a small regular
allowance. The whole effort is
to make the child feel like a
member of the family, not like
a guest.
• • •
THE SOCIAL workers who
select the children try to place
them in a home which has interesta similar to the child's
own interests_ For example, if
the child has musical talent, the
program tries to place hint' with
a musical family
The foster parents receive no
money for their efforts but are
Tortics, an alert little Apache Indian boy from
pledged to pay for school tuiWhiteriyair, Aril , responds to a question in this fifth
tion, books, glanses, dental work
yrod• classroom at Wasatch School in Salt tak• City.
and minor medical care. The stuPresident said. SOITle of the con- average -drop out before com- dents are encouraged to mainditions he noted are
pleting high school
tain close ties with their own
1—Fifty thousand families
9 Literacy rates among the ! parents through letters, cards,
live in unsanitary, dilapidated lowest in the nation, the rate of snapshots or other communicadwellings. even
abandoned sickness and poverty among the tion. And, during the summer
autos
highest
vacations, the Indian youngster
2—Unemployment rate of 40
10—Sixty per cent have less returns to his home
per cent, or more than 10 times than an eighth grade education.
The' foster parents say they
the national average
11—Even
those
attending feel that their own lives are en3--Thousands who have mi- school are plagued by language riched by having an Indian child
grated to the cities find them- barriers, by isolation in remote live with them as one of them_
selves untrained for jobs and areas, by lack of tradition of The Indian children often teach
unprepared for city life
academic achievement
some of their native skills to
• • •
4 --Large areas inhabited by
the children of the host family.
Indians are virtually inaccesTHE PRESIDENT proposed& • This school year some 3.000
sible.
wide-scale program of assist- Mormon families are caring for
5—Average age of death is 44 ance, "to promote Indian de- Indian children from reserveyears; for all other Ameri4anm Velopment by improving health tions in 18 states and three Cait is 65.
education,
and
encouraging nadian provinces
6—Infant mortality is 12 long-term economic growth and
Life - lung
friendships are
points above national average
strengthening community insti- formed and v.hereyer possible
7 Incidence of tuberculosis is tutionm." He recommended a 10 the families make themselvem
five times the national average per cent increase in spending available to !counsel the student
-Fifty per cent of the school for the fiscal year 1969 from when he goes on to college or
children --- double, the national July I. 1968 to June 30 1969
seeks employment.
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More dentists
use Lavoris
than any other
mouthwash.
8-0z.
75t
tio

III

III
.411
Ill

Ill
Ill
115

For relief of upset stomach,
acid indigestion, heartburn,
headaches, colds.

Value

69e 39

Value
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II
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ET
1.:1111(i 1,01101

II

III

LIGHT TOUCH

56c

.11.I. OVER BODY DEODORANT
$1.25

$1

HOLDS ANY ITEM
IN LAYAWAY!

COLGATE WITH MFP

Value
PROTECTS YOU ALL DAY

ULTRA HITE TOOTHPASTE

AN ADVANCED FLUORIDE
...Superior In

EXTRA STRENGTH

III

0,• siring''
,taoinposie

58

III
III

brightens teeth!
King She

III
III
III

ultra brlte

breath as it
$1.09

III
Ill

!I!

Ultra brightens

Reducing Cavities!

Value

Family Size

SAVE AT SAV-RITE ONLY TOTAL DISCOUNI

4.NTER IN AREA
4th & Maple
East Side Of Square

.),ORE HOURS:
Mon.-Sat. 830-500
Fridays
8:30-8:00

NI
III

iei
III
III

Ill
III

III
I,

II

$1.09 X6ct
Value CP

Value

'I

III

Holds and Controls your Settr„.
Regular or Extra Hold.

11.095w

89 Value

•

st.osom‘ gIl II

SECRET

53(1

ill

III

The deodorant
with extra ingredients for
effective long
lasting protection.

III
III
iie

III
III
III

...lightens,
cleans,
shampoos
all in
one step!
$2 Value

SUPER SPRAY
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JOHNSON's Grocery Says •
AL-IL.'TICE

11%11

IPCOCOCO Want A

•

•

Long Island

Ducklings59
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hot.»

_
Hens

11

Cornish
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TURKEYS .290

S.

HI

I Inn,
Wm

Grade A'

C=01111111111

III

79

16-oz.

VALUABLE COUPON

KING SIZE

•

IVORY
LIQUID

•

I.

ONLY

klii,‘rg

.
**,
11
. 14
j:1

nimmicso
5,5c'

ro

oot4e0,,-0
ec,sato
s‘av'e.,9,b,
c!) 4 °

WITH THIS COUPON r•

SAVE 30c

III

4

!I!
III

CID

TURKEY

GOOD
JOHNSON'S GROCERS
ONLY
AT
Dec. 3, 1968
OFFER EXPIRES
LIMIT 1 COUPON PER BOTTLE PURCHASED CO
VALUABLE COUPON

III
NI

39
TURKEYS
BACON 49 ROLLS 2/49
MOKED
Armour Star - Broad Breasted
Grade "A"

68

BOLD
ONLY

P'

E-:

LBO
.

WITH THIS COUPON

=

SAVE It'
IN

10"

•

GOOD
ONLY
AT

III

KREY NO. 1 SLICED

JOHNSON'S GROCERY'

Dec. 3, 1968
OFFER EXPIRES
CD LIMIT 1 COUPON PER
PACKAGE KuRCHASED€0

III
III

Harvey's Pride
isi

FRUIT CAE99t

!fl
en
isi
III
III

•

Capons

590

Angel Flake

III

16 Val

iei
III

III
IN

iN
!I!

&MY

•

Butt

ATI

39e I

49c
(
VT ILnERS

59H

MUSHROOMS
1.29
AVOCADOS
ea. 25'
CAULIFLOWER
ea. 39c
CELERY
10'
RADISHES
10'
GREEN ONIONS
10'
LETTUCE
19'
ORANGES
39'
RED POTATOES _ 10 lbs. 39'
BANANAS
10'

III

fig

- BLACK PEPPER
Del Monte _

39c

303

ENGLISH PEAS

iT

CROUTETTES

19c
7-or 29c

Stuffed - 7-oz. (Ref. Jar)

OLIVES
III

Kraft - quart

HI

Alabama Girl Whole - 22-oz.

MAYONNAISE
SWEET PICKLES

49'
49'
39'

Mussleman's - .= 303

APPLE SAUCE

III

IN

iSWEET PICKLES

HI

, Alcoa 18- Heavy Duty

NI

ALUMINUM FOIL

N1BLET WHOLE KERNEL
YELLOW

CORN

4

19*
39=
49*

No.21 iv

PEACHES
KeETinlii11)

BLUE BONNET

can

14-oz. 23'
2 F°. 35

dA
erR
s
Poil.h
ed

OLEO

pkg
-lb
I
'

AltW

PIE b SHELLS
29"
19'
('CHIPS
Gila
YUKON FLOUR
BLACKBERRY PRESERVES _
45`
4 F°. $1
LAKE MIX or ICING
FRENCH DRESSINti _ _ — — 8-0. 23'
)kg.of 2

I

PILLSBURY or BALLAR

BISCUITS
:II&
27

10 Lbs.

Kraft

18-0Z-

Martha White

!Pickle Joeys - 16-oz.

NI

Hunt's

Pepperidge Farm

33"

39*

PINWHEELS

ELIO 100

SAUCE

35
4:
__ 9
FUDGE SAND. 4_ 1_-...
0 WESSON OIL
k RI4FT
3 lbs. 59'
iiNcOWi D

Hi

Kraft

— FROZEN FOOD
FROSTY

ACRES

* Baby Limas 10-oz.
* Cut Corn 10-oz.
* Green Peas 10-oz.
* Broc. Spears 8-oz.
* Cauliflower 8-oz.

Sunshine - 4 Party Shapes

4

CHEEZ-PLEEZ

39.

NI

MAXWELL HOUSE

III

COFFEE

VIII

FIELD

Nabisco Chocolate - 12-o2.

OCEAN

APPLE,I
si, FFrcINp,
3.
Golden Helicons

III

III

Ati

* PRODUCE

FIELD

4ha
°

/

p!t.
'*
St.
6

Brown & Serve

tio-Distiqics

HAMS

"4
.
,

Stood's

LII

Lift

COCONUT_ _ _ _
SWEET
mon.RELISH_
FRUIT COCKTAIL _

Pork Chops 54
Ground Beef 49C.
LB.

11111111111

GIANT SIZE

III

00

69(%

PIES
Frosty Acres
or MINCE
PUMPKIN
20-oz.

2W
Family Sire

MIX or
MATCH
t)

89a

CP
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Bubba Wyche
Leads Vols
Past UK

Football Score

LEDGER

East Tennessee 17 *watts
Peas
East Kentucky 33, Morehead 7
Murray State 17, nesters
Kentucky 14

SEC

Southwest
The two teams which will appear in the inaugural Peach. _ Texas Christian 24. Rice II
Bowl in Atlanta Dec. 30 made
Southern Methodist
Baylor
impressive showings Saturday. 17
Florida State. with Ron Sellers
Arkansas 42 Texas Tech 7
and Bill Cappleman teaming up
North Texas State
nichits
-on five touchdown passes, beat s.
Houston 100. Tulsa 6
Wake Forest 42-24 and LouisiDrake 38, Louisville 37
ana Slate- Wed by Mike Hillman. beat Tulane 34-10
Far West
In the only other regional acSouthern California SA LCL.A
tion this past weekend. Southern Mississippi beat Tampa 21- 11
Air Fares SI. Cpierad• 23
7 and Chattanooga bit SamI
:
s
211, ;Stab 13
ford 40-7.sn
•
21. California
Brigham Young 25, New
Mexico 6
Oregon State 41, Oregon 11
Washington State 24. Washington
Iirizon• 14, Wyoming 7
Srizona St. 54, San Jose

Laken
Defeat
Colts

Other Colleges
1.444•14 11, Lafayette 6
1134ttealsegg
Wake
,I
Pewee, Groom ea. )(aye. 4
Samoa 711, Wakes 16
Dation
Tentote ii
kens 14•0e14.e M. Western Maryland 22
Ovnt 11 14371-77.4, 1114441 11
awl.see 91414 32. NU 1.11700.00 V a WY
kale I
C4 44 644144 al. Ceoten4,4 1
1144/.....0 47, mfore••••• IS
V 4044,1 U.en 11, M47477740 140004 IS
0,/447.c)) AA411111017% 1. Dicintese $1410
Grentlthne 34, Seelgere U 37
••441740•411 pat. 24. Grown" 23

The Calloway County Lakers
defeated the Umvserity High
Colts Friday night by the score
of 62 to 47. The Loners jumped, .sssa ,n v. Posses e
*et in front with a good lead!
co.
by the end of the first quarter, /Mag. canines S1010 11.. Si+0440
r
sant
• 18-9. only to see the Colts c
t L.140414 1140.)
Langston 26
back in the second quartet °
al
l I Ike
smalmak"
ga".
"
Modes 21 c"`"'''"'"
narrow the gap to 24-20 This
four point margin at half-time Iim"•••• Omura 34, Eastern Wine1300071004 17, 0.0,r407.0ry,
was as close as the Colts could
16140144 AIM 73, 11401.goo Camilunam 24
Itsotworri Naas 34. Haforket4. S,Srelaat
get to the Lakers all night.
Vinton
=StakWIs,
a•
ix
Callowas County led in the
000 Wesleyan' a lagotaso
rebound column with 26 to the
Caageransenoon 42. legflorel 71
160s• Steen 16, College Si Ike* 7
Colts 21 and in the field goal
Ti,., 441 71. toreavaset Togas I
is,
, oeogioe 44, 540 Root 6
Column with 21 out of 55 at164sloo 74 artateias 100411111 21
Are.,...7•426 . 51,545151Pakeseat
tempts for a 39.2'; average, Sovosern
stare 21 4777441140 MM 13
while University School hit 13 140441easoe 16. 0,644:2014
Lotiwagle Woes 45, Saunters Celoraile
out of 45 attempts for a 28.9% Ii
average. University School led
REJECTS BOWL BID
at the free throw line by hitting 18 out of 24 attesnpts for
CANYON, Tex. nnl - West
a 75'n average, while the Lak Texas State has
turned down a
ers hit 22 of 36 attempts for a bid to play in
the Pasadena
41.1'; average
Bowl Dec. 7 because it claims
University School's next game a suitable
opponent could not
pill be.. Tuesday, November 28 be found
when they take on the Puryear
The Buffaloes, who had an
Hornets at Puryear, Tennes- 8-2 record
this year, beat San
see.
Fernando Valley 25-13 last seaCalloway County's next game son when the
post-season conis also Tuesday night when they test was known as
the ,lunior
play host to the South Marshall Rose Bowl.
Rebels.

inr....sv.4.1i.

ade

Don Overt", (44) aria Nelson Walarop (30) of tne
University School Colts, and Pete Roney (21) and
Artie Haneline (53) of the Calloway County Lakers,
were all trying to pull down this rebound Friday
night

TIMES - MURRAY

Br

1988

SPORTS

Leads Murray"
D §fire25
Past Western 11 to 14

TIMES

Gene McCutcheon, Sports Editor

Quarter back Larry Tlllman co- against
either Akron or Indiana Tillman to Meade and went ahead
nnected on five straight passes State.
10-7 at intermission on Watts
early in the fourth quarter to
Five pass interceptions thwart- kick. The three-pointer was set
carry his Murray State Thorou- ed Hilltopper
hopes. Safety Don up by a 26-yard Tillman to Hake
ghbred teammates 80 yards to a Veatch
picked off three lii his own serial,
touchdown and a 17 to 14 victory end zone,
Western took a 14-10 lead on a
Johnny Vance had four
over Western Kentucky here Satpilferred and Mike Egan one. two-yard scoring plunge by Jesse
urday.
Western scored first, going Green early in the final period.
An overflow crowd of 9,500
59 yards in 11 plays with surprise Bill Sikes recovered a fumble
tans saw Tillman toss for 20 yarstarter Dickie Moore going over on the Murray 42 and Vance
d to Jack Wolfe, four to Gerald. from
the one Moore, hobbled in passed 31 yards to Bill Rose beYoung, 35 to Russell Hake, 15 to
recent weeks by a hamstring fore Green took it over,
Joe Meade and five to Wolfe for
injury, led both clubs in rushing
Tillman showed no partiality
the TD,
with 73 yards in 19 carries. toward receivers. Young caught
Stan Watts, who with three
Murray struck back on a 58- 10 passes for 57 yards, Billy Hess
seconds remaining before half- yard pass
from the sensational snared five for 59, Wolfe four for
time had put the margin of diff38. Hake three for 74 and Meade
erence on the board with a 42,
LIBERTY CONTEDERS
three for 65. Hake also rushed
yard field goal, added the extra
for 47 yards In 20 carries.
point.
MEMPHIS .11.11 - The UniFor Western, Rose caught five
The Murray win left both clubs versity of Mississippi Rebels
passes for 65 yards and Jay Davwith identical 7-2-1 records and will have to wait a few days to
is three for 77 more.
each 5-2 in the Ohio Valley Con- learn who their opponent will
It was Murray's first win over
ference. They finished in a tie be in the Dec. 14 Liberty Bowl
Western since 1964, Western still
for second place behind Eastern football game.
holds the series lead at 16-13-6.
Kentucky (7-0) which trounce
Ole Miss, carrying a 6-3 re0 10 0 7-17
Morehead 35-7 Saturday, Eastern cord, accepted an invitation Murray
Is now almost a cinch to return Tuesday to play in the bowl. Western Kentucky 7 0 0 7-14
The 110411 BISU Racer Basketball Team
to the Dec. 14 Grantland Rice A. F. "Bud" Dudley, the bowl's
Bowl at Murfreesboro, probably executive director, said the WK-Moore 1 run (Thomas kick)
Kentucky High School
other team would be chosen la- Mur-Meade 58 pass from Tillman
Football Results
ter.
(Watts kick)
SET SKI MEET
Mur-Watts 42 FG
By United Press International
WK-Green 2 run (Thomas kick)
LAKE GENEVA, Wis. CPT Saturday
ROBBY TO BULLS
A competition to select a naMur-Wolfe 5 pass from Tillman
Class AA Semifinal
tional
(Watts kick)
amateur slalom ski chamHighlands 48 Belfry 0
CHICAGO nIPII - Flynn Ropion was announced Sunday.
binson, the leading scorer for
Class A Semifinal
Contestants will qualify at Chicago. has
Frankfort
been dealt by the
26
Fulton
0
The 1968-69 edition of the and Frank Streety, 5-11, an exeight courses, competing against Bulls
to Milwaukee in exchange Longtime Mark
Class AA Final
Murray State Racers Basketball cellent guard
prospect from
a "par" to be set by former for
IOWA CITY, Iowa AUPDforward Bob Love and guard
Squad will make their debut- Broome Tech Junior College. x-Highlands vs. Elizabethtown
Olympian Jimmie Heuga and Bob Weiss.
The single-game scoring record
Class A Final
tonight, in an 'Mrs-Squad game Streety was named to the Jun.
pro skiers, with the three best
Robinson averaged 19.9 points for University of Iowa basketat the Murray State Sports tor College All-American team y-Frankfort vs. Lynch
ball players has remained unat each site advancing to the
for
the Bulls in the current NaArena. This Intra-Squad game Last season. Ron Rippietoe, 8-9, x-At Stoll Field 7:30 p.m.
broken since 1944, when Dick
final at Lake Tahoe, Nev., in
tional Basketball Association
Is sponsored by the Thorobred a redshirt last season, should y-At Stoll Field 5 p.m. EST. March.
Ives scored 43 points against
season.
Club and is open to the public. also strengthen the guard pod
the University of Chicago.
There is no admission charge. tion.
The Racers, co-champions of the
Three sophomore prospects
`17-4,444411-41...11.4.11411111464411,"
4.
Ohio Valley Conference last have moved up to join varsity
year with East Tennessee, re- this season. They are Jimmy
turn two starters from last Young, 6-0, from Clarksville,
year's club. They are 6-5 Claude Tennessee, who was a leading
Virden, who finished the sea- scorer on last year's fresh team
son last year with 1 17.8 scor- with a 21.6 average; Gary Steing average Virden will be verson, 6-3, second in scoring I
joined by Don Funnernan, start- with a 19.5 average: and Bill
ing guard last season, who av- Mancini, 6-5, the team's lend
eraged 7 4 points per game and ing rebounder with a 14 4 avearned a reputation as one of erage and third leading scorer
the outstanding defensive play--(19.2). Steverson and Young a
ers in the Ohio Valley Confer- expected to be strong contendence. The squad lists only two ers for a starting guard posi-I
seniors, they are letterman Ron tion and Mancini should be in
Romani (6-4), and Jim Stocks the wide open fight for a forosn,
REELFOOT
(6-7). The Racers will be count- ward spot Two other sq u a d
ing heavily on seven new play- members return front last seaers to help fill the scoring and son. They are juniors, Steve , SWIFT'S PREMIUM
WHOLE
BUTTEBALL - 12-14 lbs.
rebounding voids created by the Riley, a 6-2 forward, and Gary
lb. 49.
departure of giant center, Dick Wilson. a 6-7 pivot man.
SHANK
lb. 43*
Coach
Cunningham. (18.0 ppg and
Cal Luther has indiBUTT END
lb. 55e
17.6 rein forward Tom Moran, cated that although this year's
lb
(14.7 ppg), and guard Bill squad will be a relatively young
Chumbler, (16.0 ppg; Included and inexperienced one, the comin the seven newcomers are petition for "notions has been 'COLD CREST - 8-14 lbs.
Stuff your bird
FRESH EXTRA SELECT
the modern way
three junior college prospects, very keen, and the Racers sho
6-6 Ron Johnson from North- uld field a fast and entertaining
eastern Oklahoma Junior Col- ball club.
All Murray State fans who
lege, who appears to have the
WeetlYA
1-Lb. Cup
$1.79
edge at filling the center posi- wish to see a sneak preview of,
tion-6-4 Hector Blondet from this year's basketball team are
12-01. Cup
CROUTETTES STUFFING
$1.39
Paducah Junior College, a slick encouraged to attend the ThroARMOIR SEAR BONELESS
8-0:. Cup
89e
ball handler, who is battling bred Club Intra Squad game
ALL WHITE MEAT - 2-lb., 8-os.
for a starting forward position, tonight at 7-30 at the Murray
Stuffing
State Sports Areana--Admission
Free.
Meaty Duty
y4 - CUT FOR CHOPS
ROAST $3
89
Aluminum Foil
Kentucky High School
Basketball Results
)lFRESH DRESSED

• U.
•

a
a.

9

Bush
Showl

SWE

MSU To Have Intrasquad
Basketball Game Tonight

4

ANRIS

t

•
0

St

ORO

•CHOICE MEATS

HAMS

SERVE A

TASTIER
TURKEY

TURKEYS- 49'

0 TURKEYS-

•

OYSTERS

INSTAX

By
NEW YORK WO -There
were three repeaters on the AllAmerica football team chosen
by the Football Writers Association of America.
They were 0 J. Simpson of
Southern
California,
Leroy
Keyes of Purdue and Ted Hendricks of Miami in the team
announced Sunday
by
Look
Magazine.
sir
Simpson and Keyes were in
the hackfield with Notre Dame
quarterback Terry Hanratty and
halfback Ron Johnson of Mich
igan.
In one of the surprises on the
team, end Jim Seymour of
Notre Dame was left off the
squad as Jerry Levias of SMU
and Ted Kwalick of Penn State
made the end spots.
The team
Offense
Ends-flankers- Jerry Levias,
SMU and Ted Kwalick, Penn
State.
Tackles-Dave Foley, Ohio
$tate and George Kunz, Notre
Dame.
Guards-Charles flosenfelder,
Tennessee arid Joe Armstrong,
Nebraska.
Center-John Didion, Oregon
St.
Quarterback-Tertt Hatirstty,
Notre Dame.
Running Backs-0, J. Simpson, Southern California: Leroy
Keyes, Purdue and Ron Johnson, Michigan.
Defense
Ends-Ted Henncka, Miami
and John Zook, Kansas.
Tackles-Bill Stanfill, Georgia and Loyd Wainscott. Texas.
Middle guard-Ed White, California
Linebacks-Dennis Onkont;
Penn State, Chuck Kyle, Purdue
and Steve Kiner, Tennessee.
Deep
backs-- - Mike
Battle,
Southern California; Jake, Scott,
Georgia and Roger Wehrli, Missouri.

col

TURKEY

Football Writers
Association Names
All American Team

United Press International

Saturday
Brecknrdge Co. 84 Clovrport 50
Monticello 100 Nancy 46
Ahrens 75 Portland Christian 26
Prestonsburg 83 Pikeville 48
Breahitt Co. 61 Lex, Cath, 58
Millard 81 Phelps 57
Lee Jce. 79 Powell Co. 58
Kentucky College
Basketball Results

wroar

PEPPERIDGE FARM

TUFFING

Reynolds WT341

PIM

de

•

T•

OLEO-6lbs. 98"

;

PORK STEAK 5119c

Saturday
Georgetown 77 Tenn. Weslyn 67
Pikeville 89 Rote. Wesleyan.76
Berea 68 Ky, Southern 66
Campbllsville 84 St. Liene4ict,64

CORN
GROCERIES 1.1
II?
,
.
PEAS
N BROTH
2 FStokel°. 35r ASPARAGUS_ _ _ _
GREEN BEANS
t1)11,11Y K. kf
'PUMPKIN PIE SPICES _
ca. 39°
JELL-O
SPICED,PEACHES
3 29°
CRANBERRY SAUCE _4 _ _ _ 2F0•490
CHERRI
SuchES
69° PIE CRUST mx
MIN
37°,
2 F°R 25°
it•71.4.0...sereerwr:••7r407
..••74.0*Fiele)
::4777.
.

Swanson

Pride of Illinois

# 300 can

BUFFALO, N. Y. 173 - Vineat McNamara of Buffalo has
been elected to his 12th term
as president of the New YorkPennylvania baseball league

English Mountain

cans

ns 2 can 2

NkN AMARA PRESIDENT,

BUSH

PIE

Whole Kernel

With Butter

By United Press International

411,

0074

SOLID
MIX 33°

(## J

PORK LOIN lb. 59°

59(:

43°

BENS-- -

2'

6

29

3 °

2cm 49°
2c..
l" 490
2 ;Ic'nrs 65°
10°

YELLOS
le

•

SOLID

KRAFT

Man

# 303 can

No.21 330
can

Ocean Spay

boxes

41

Bing

•

JIFFY

#p 303 can

9-oz.

Fresh

ORA
Home

111101DIUCE

f

41#

COL
Fresh

CEL

.0
KING
FRWARD

)fiREEN ONIONS _ _ -2 F°. IV CRANBERRIES
pkg. 37°
VADISHES
2 15° CELERY _
19
,SLAW
19e CORN ------3 25°
Pkgs

- largebunch

Pat

ean

I.

Red NI

39

CAE
Fresh

CAL

9
Oa.

_

S

-0-
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TENNESSEE 24. Kentucky 7
By DAVID MOFFIT
Louisiana State In Tulaae 10
UPI Sports Writer
Notre Dame Fresh IS, TENATLANTA Vls - The Sooting
I
top two college football teams NESSEE FROSH
Auburn Fresh 36. Alabama
.
-.5th-ranked Georgia and 1146Pesch 27
ranked Tennessee-have gasses
East
of their own this week, but
' they've probably not their minds Columbia 46. Broen se
Yale 25, Harvard 23
on Thursday's Texas-Texas A.&
Boston College 21, Massas' M game
chusetts 6
•
1 ou see, (aeons& is going to Pennsylvania 26. Dartmouth 21
✓
the Sugar Bowl and Tennessee Penn State LS. Pittsburgh I
tl
to the Cotton Bowl, but neither Princeton 41. Cornell 13
N
will know who its opponent will Buffalo 13, Boston L'. 1$
Mest Virginia 23. Syracuse II
r be until that Thanksgising Day
Holy Cross 27, Coasecticut 24
game at Austin
Rutgers SS, Colgate 34
ti
Villanosa 63, Nest Chester 3
- If Texas wins, as expected,
then the 7th-ranked Longhorns
South
'will be the Southwest ConferSouth Carolina 7, Cleanse 3
ence champions and host TenFlorida State 42, Wake rara .
nessee in the Cotton Bowl and est 24
:9th-ranked Antansas will be
VirgMia ZS. Maryland 23
c the foe for Southeastern ConS•• the r n Mississippi 21.
e .ference champion Georgia in Tampa 7
the Sugar Bowl
The CitaEast Carolina
del 14
a _ But, if Texas loses, Arkansas
North Carolina ZS. Duke 14
S - plays in Dallas Ness Year's Day Richmond 71. William &
ns. Longhorns go to New Mars 6
O
anrideathe
thattanoona 40. Samford 7
Vets Beat Kentucky
This past Saturday. TennesNtorehouse SS, Fisk 2;
k see. now 7-1-1. beat Kentucky
Tennessee A&I State 13, Sea
a 24-7 with Kubba Wyche throw
• ing three touchdown passes: Diego State 13, tie
g Arkansas. 9-1, swamped Teta!
Big 10
Tech. 42-7; and Georgia, 7-0-2
Ohio State 50, Michigan 14
and Texas. 7-1-1, were idle. ; Purdue 13. Indiana 35
loss 37. Illinois 13
Georgia closes out its mita i Michigan State 31, Northwest• -tar season this coming Satur ern 14
E day as host to crippled Georgia
Minnesota 23, Wisconsin IS
Tech while Tennessee will be
Midwest
• at Vanderbilt which beat Des
Oklahoma 47, Nebraska
elson 53-20 last Friday night to
Kansas State 21. Oklahoma
assure its first winning season
State 14
since 1959. Arkansas' season is
Kansas 21. Missouri in
complete
Cincinnati 23, Miami, Otis 21

is

1968

•

•

•

•
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good foods
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WE HAVE ALL SIZES OF TURKEYS. FRESH HENS,
DUCKS AND CAPONS
A COMPLETE LINE OF BONELES FULLY
COOKED HAMS, CANNED HAMS.
FULLY COOKED PICNICS, BONE OR BONELESS,
PLUS OYSTERS FOR THE DRESSING!!

Give Us Your Order Now For THANKSGIVING

five
JayAter
still
3-6.

=boat
Sweet Potatoes
2 a:490

•

-17
-14
kick)
man
4.

uck)
man

Lean, Meaty

—

Field Worthmore

Spare Ribs
etiR

Bacon
SLICED

490
1-16. pkg.

Craddock's
Pure Pork

•

AirOIELTEDY
CUSTA
RD
69(%

SAUSAGE 49"ih

Nabisco
PINWHEEL

NOLI

a
i
r

Qt

494i

3 for 89c
29e
2 for 39e
2 for 35e
3944
2 for 35e

12-oz. pkg.
WIEN
ERS
Armour
All-Meat

Q

STUFFED
OLIVES

FROZEN FOOD

Morton - 20-oz. pies
MINCE & PUMPKIN PIES
Frosty Acres - 10-oz. pkg.
STRAWBERRIES
Frosty Acres _ 10-oz. pkg.
BABY LIMAS
Frosty Acres _ 10-oz. pkg.
GREEN PEAS
Morton (excluding h-am) - 11-oz.
MEAT DINNERS
Frosty Acres - 10-oz. pkg.
CUT CORN
'7-

1 —
cord
ketunDick
Linst

HASSE S

39
(1

Large
Can

9-oz.

t
SWEET St L

COOKIES

39

CHICKEN &
DUMPLINGS
:22- 49(1

12-oz. pkg.
39°
SUPER VALUE

BALLARD or PILLSBURY

BROWN 'N SERVE
ROLLS
BAKER'S
AFLNAGKEEL

Keg. 29*

2

I

COCONUT

PEANUT
FAR ITTER
CREME COOKIES
I k
P
i"
pc

23(‘

FT
MAYRNAISE
Qt 49

39

INSTANT NESCAFE -

•

BISCUITS
6 490

COFFEE
$1.19
10 -oz Jar

•

BUSH

3

PIE CHERRIES-

16-oz. can

can.
for

$100
POPS-RITE

:17MARGARINE

Lbs.

29

KRAFT - 7-oz.

POPCORN
29'4-°z
Jars

Marshmallow Creme - 19
—rA
h -IITHA WHITE Self-Rising

5-1b. bag

Corn Meal
39
Wesson Oil
85
Fruit Cake
99
Cranberry Sauce - 2
Cake Mixes
25
Powdered Sugar - - 2/33
Reynolds Wrap
55
Orange Drink
39c
PURE VEGETABLE- 48-oz

PRODUCE
FOR YOUR

HOUDAY CAST

•
••-

HARVEST PRIDE - 234-1b.

OCEAN SPRAY

16-oz. cans

cane 49
it
for

MARTHA WHITE

Fresh Fla. Juicy - 4-1b. bag

ORANGES

39'

Home Made - 10 -oz.

COLE SLAW _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 19'
Fresh Crispy - large stalk

CELERY

a

15'

Red Med. Size - 2 lb.

CABBAGE

25*

Fresh - large head

CAULIFLWER

39°

_ and FROSTING
GODCHAUX WHITE - 1-1b. boxes

box

—

ARMOUR
GOLD-BAND

TURItEltS
294
16- to 20-Lb. Average

With Your
Grocery Order

GIVE US YOUR ORDER NOW!!

HEAVY DUTY - 18-x25 Roll-

TROPI-CAL-LO - 1 2 gallon

PARKER'S

Food Market

•
•

•

sp•••""'
•
•

-4
-e

•

•••

•

PAUE TEN

TEl LEDGER
New One
For Clayton
HOLLYWOOD
UP!'—Jack
Clayton. who directed "Room
at the Top." will direct a movie
based on armaments king Sir
Basil Zanaroff

Anisso in Pic
HOLLYWOOD

U pI

—
Anissa Jones. the 10-year-old
moppet in video's -Family Allanded a role in Elvis
Presley's -The Chautaqua "

to Guest
HOLLYWOOD 4 U P I
—
Yvonne de Carlo will play
a
guest star role in an episode
of NBC-TV's —The Virginian '

TiAggs _

&

MURRAY, ILRFITUCKY

MONDAY — NOVEMBER 25, 19684"

Filming Down Under
Chesfin• Advises
Print, on TV
HOLLYWOOD (UP1 1 --$6eu
HOLLYWOOD ( U p
HOLLYWOOD (UP11—Andy
Bridges will head for Australia Christine Jorgensen will act as Prase
will make a guest apand one of the starring roles technical advisor to producer pearance this
season in an epiin "Return of the Boomers'*;"
i -Edward Small who is fIlming sode of the new "Lancer"
sea story laid in the last centUrY4 his her autobiography.
ries
when Australia was populated
by convicts.
Conried in 'Barefoot'
HOLLYWOOD UPI)—Hans Actor Added
HOLLYWOOD UPII — Al',lined has signed to play the
flamboyant bachelor in Para- fred Hitchcock added French
mount's television series "Bare- actor Michael Piccoll for a key
'Topaz' Ingenue
in the Park." based on the role in his new movie, "Topaz."
foot
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) — Alrunning Broadway
king
hit
fred Hitchcock cast a 20-yearMoyle.
old French girl. Claude Jade. and
Title Rote
for the ingenue lead in ToHOLLYWOOD
UPI ) —
HOLLYWOOD IUPI —Olen
paz,- and Universal has signed
James Franciscus will Join Campbell will play the title
the actress to a seven-year
Olegory Peck and
Richard role in "Norwood." to be procontract.
Crenna in - Marooned" for Co- duced by Hal Wallis

lumbia

NORTH FORK

NEWS

Guests
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) — Vito
Scotta and Barbara Pepper will
guest star on the new Paramount television pilot shot.
'Houseboat." based on the
Cary Grant -Sophia Loren
movie made in 1958

Na know how important the turkey is to

success of your Thanksgiving dinner.
SO GOOD WE DARE TO OFfER... the
Thrt's w*.iy we sell only the finest turkeys
-Super.itight" Turkey is Grade
you km,* 1
• - 're s- sure
be pleased that we
!.1:Ien!Isr offtr
double y.air money
it ,u're n,t cmpletely s•tisfied
:thor the trice Libel
register tape
ne:oss..ry at course.)

DOUBLE YOUR
MONEY BACK

Werner-Janssen Co-Star

•

HOLLYWOOD IUPI I — Oskar Werner and David Jans-

sen co-star with Anthony
Quinn in "The Shoes of the

I It

fILIFLY OPENED

and fine portnaitui
pointment call TUB
22.3 South 13th. 71

Fisherman,"

SHOP

NOTICE

Audio specializing i

e

EVERY MONDAY
p. m. to 10:00 P. 1
ehicken,
whipped
.
- .auntry gravy, cole
wd butter, 11.00. 1

3wy. 641 South, Mt

See GONE WITH
at the new CHERI T
Mg Christmas for t

SHOE F, HALF.)
SLIT PORTION

(

age,

country music entertainer of
the year at the Country Music
Awards in Nashville: Tenn

Connecticut is the third
A regular bus service Is opsmallest state in the Union erated beta een London and Inwith a land area of 5.008 dia, a Journey taking about 30
square miles
days.

Smoked Hams

PAGE ELEVEN

Campbell Honored
UP!)—Olen
HOLLYWOOD
Campbell, playing his that major movie role in "True Grit"
with John Wayne, was named

SUPER RIGHT QUALITY

59t

ELECTROLUX SAL
vice, Roe 213 Mull
Sanders. Phon
Lynnville, KY.

LB
SHANK PORTION

Paducah last Sunday.
Mrs. Cooper Jones visited Mrs. Ella Morris and Zipora Morris
Wednescia) afternoon.

Mr. and Mrs. Glran It Orr
and son visited Mr. and Mrs.
Bill) Carter Wednesday night.
Ss Mrs. R. D. he
Bro. and Mrs. A. D. Vaden
November 19, 1968
visited Mr. and Mrs. Glynn U.
Mr. and Mrs. Mike Pistilli Orr Thursda) night.
and children, ram andSteve,wtio
Ruben Fletcher, snuie worklived in Hawaii have movedtoSan
ing on a combine last week, was
Bernardine, California, to make
injured ver) bad with a broken
their home. Mrs. Piqh/li is the
arm and hand torn up badly, was
former Judy Paschall, daughter
carried to Henry County Hospital. 1
of Mr. and Mrs. Charles PaschaHe was transferred to Jackson,
ll.
Tenn., where he is doing very
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Barrow
well.
arittfamily, Ruth, Carol, and
Dwain,. Mr. and Mrs. Gayloa H.
Mr. and Mrs. Milford Orr
Morris visited Bro. and Mrs. (visited Mrs. Bertie
Jenkins SunWarren Sykes last Saturday night. day.
They enjoyed singing while there.
Mr. and Mrs. Coy Kus-kendall
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Wyatt and
visited Jim Kuykendall in the children of Nashville, Tenn., spFulton Hospital Sunday. Enroute ent the weekend with the Glynn
home the visited Mrs. Ella Mor- ,(hr's in Puryear. Other visitors
ris. Reports are that Mr. Kuyicen- were Mr. and Mrs. Glynn M.Orr
clan is much better after having and son and Bro. Warren Sykes
pneumonia.
and children.
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Olive of
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Wicker
Paducah visited the R. D. Keys of Paducah are spending the week
Sunday night.
at their borne here. Mr.andlirs.
(idle Morris celebrated his R. D. Key and Arlin Paschall
birthda.s November 12 by spend- visited the Wickers Sunday aftering the day with his mother, Mrs.
Ella Morris. Others present for
Bro. and Mrs. Warren Sykes,
the day were Mrs. Odle Morris, Carol and Ruth Ann Barrow
visMrs. Ovie Wilson, Mrs. Bertie ited Mr. and Mrs. Gaylon H. MoJenkins, Mr. and Mrs. Morris rris Friday night. They
enjoyed
Jenkins and son, Tommy,Mr.and music and singing.
Mrs. Oman Paschall, Mrs. R. D.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Wyatt and
Key, Mrs. Glynn Orr, Mrs. Lin- children, Mr. and Mrs. Glynn
da Orr and son, Rickie, Mrs. Orr, Mr. and Mrs. Glynn M. Orr
Gail Morris and daughter, Mich- and son were dinner guests of
elle, Mr. and Mrs. Gaylon Mor- Mr. and Mrs. Oman Paschall.
ris, Bro. and Mrs. Warren Syk- Afternoon visitors were
Mr. and
es and sou, Mitch, Bro. A. D. Mrs. R. D. Key and llr.andMrs.
Vaden, Howard and Zipora Mor- !Autrey McReynolds.
ris.
Mr. and Mrs. Nathanial Orr
Mrs. Linda Orr of Puryear iand Mr. and Mrs. Enloe Tarkingand Mrs. Florene Lassiter att- ton visited Mr. and Mrs. Talus
ended a hair styling show near Orr Sunday afternoon.

HOLLYWOOD
UPI) —
Sheree North will play a character role in Elvis Presley's new
movie, "The Chautauqua."

4

How good Are Our Turkeys?
ockETs. mg GLARE Russia announced in MOSCOW
that it
has started - mass productione of powerful intercontinental
rockets to meet its growing space exploration needs. Taken
from the Soviet film. 'Ten Years of Space Era." the photo
above shows cosmonaut trainees at a rocket factory inspecting a type of rocket used by the USSR to launch its
Voskhod space craft.
Ca blephoto

Sher** North
For 'Chautauqua'

SUPER RIGHT

Canned Ham

SuperRight
svE0.
..
41 40,:se
71U.S. °
•

4 $349
J

otPAirnelifT Of
AGalCiaTuat

P.42

10 To
14 Lbs

9'

BEEF

HAMS

LB.

REDUCE SAFE an

GoBese tablets
"water pills" Rolls

4

NOTICI

All persons havin

. 7.ike A Chance?"
• ,ARD I

MESH

(5.05. CAN

551011 OR HALF

S'IR(,INI s I ARM

planet the estate of
Crouse, deceased, c

LB.

SIC,

48t Oysters -: 12 OZ.CAN $1.19
i. 59C
$2.29 Boston Butt
59t
89c Spare Ribs

NIKL0IN 5 1140

mi KIR

BRENDA DICKERS
a beauty operator
Beauty Salon, 109 S
1532

WHOLE
OR HALF

69 Skinless Franks
Delmonico Steak
89t Country Ham

I..S:O.A. ikO1LS

ILLTI‘L

Semi-Boneless

RIB
ROAST

,4 PI 1.I. 141,AT

% Pork Loin
Turkey Breast
Terkey Roast.

PillutS

SUPER RIGHT FULLY COOKED

4TH & 5th RIB

"Order Your Super-Right Grade A Turkey Now!"
SLICi I) INTO CHOPS

LADIES, for free t
most modern meth
removal, write Edi
.hop, Route 1, or ci

The store that
cares about you!

SUPER RIGHT

19 To
24 Lbs.

LB.

to him, shall make
with the undersagt

WITH NO CENTER SLICES
REMOVED

before the r/th cia)
1968.

Ill

6

Place Mats

wootaaswas

STOKELY-VAN CAMP

Towels

4

$100

JUMBO
ROLLS

qoo

SAVE 32it

AVE 324

SAVE 174

Rebecca Crou

•

NORTHERN

Sc'.

24 CT
PKGS

SPECIAL CHRISTM
Murray Woman's
books
Kent)
and
placements. Call 43E4498 for informatio

34 OF F
LABEL

SAVE 231

Party Peas

SAVE 17d
46 02
CAN

Applesauce

SAVE Sc

SAVE 154

Sheltie Beans
SAVE 50

SAVE 54

28 OZ
CAN

SAVE fle

FORDHOOK

Limas

CREAM STYLE

White Corn

Green Beans

k Bargain Sea Trip
To "Bit of England"

SAVE 81

CUT

16

i

16 02 CAN

ALE INTAKE
Murray Mental Hes
Full time porition, e
sty and fringe beni
cants must be exp
use dictating equl!
take shorthand. Phi
for interview.

BAVARIAN
16-02, CAN

SAVE 234

Shellie Beans

17 OZ CAN

.CREAM STYLE

SAVE 154

VEGETARIAN

Golden Corn

Pork & Beans 21-0Z. CAN
SAVE the

17-02. CAN
WHOLE KERNEL
17 OZ CAN

ASHIER FOR
In
company—Career p
lellent benefits. Mi
to deal with publ
good typist, some
Phone 753-5573

16-0Z, CAN

SAVE 8

Golden Corn

02 CAN

NEED
TEACHER
and aid to run thr
Center for retarde
-eginning the first
F
a
ji
ll Mrs. Cole 435-4'

16.02. CAN

Sauerkraut

28 OZ
CAN

HELP WAN'

SAVE 54

SAVE 84

Tomato Juice

Murray, Kent

CUT

Green Beans

170Z CAN

Route 2

TOMATO SAUCE

Pork & Beans 210Z. CAN

WANTED TO
WANTED: Good s
World Books. Phor

•

HEINZ
PRESTONE

GREAT AMERICAN

Anti Freeze
$163

5

ALL VARIETIES $
14-0Z

GALLO%
CA',

Hankies
The Primula Marguerite ea its SetattluVancouver -trip
By RAYMOND WILCOVE

Central Press Assoceition Correspondent
SEATTLE.Wash.-- For those who wish to go abroad, but
can't afford It. this city offers one of the world's great travel
bargains -a sea voyage to -a bit of England" for $S
The voyage is from Seattle to Vancouver. British Columbia.
aboard the Princess Marguerite. a 5,911-ton liner The ship
leaves Seattle each morning at 8-30: arrives in the Canadian
city at 12:30 p.m ; departs at 5:30 p.m.: and reaches‘SeatUe at
9.30 p.m.
The Canadian Pacific Railways, which operates the ship, Is
now marking the 68th year of continous service between the tern
cities. Millions of sightseers
have taken advantage of the maritime museum lures many
Others visit the internationalopportunity to make an inexpensive, one-day cruise to a city ly-famous Butchart Gardens
which Victoria claims is "more and the stately Empress Hotel.
Victoria's best - known landBritish than Britain."
mark. Still others explore VanThe Princess Marguerite, couver Island in their own cars
which accommodates 2.000 pasA major attraction on the
sengers and 60 cars, has been
voyage for many is the chance
packing them in. for to the to experience the luxury of bethousands who have made the ing aboard a foreign liner. They
trip, many of them more than look forward to dining in the
once. a visit to- Victoria is tru- ship's elegant restaurant, with
ly a visit abroad.
its heavy silverware, large
• • •
glassware, and thick stiff napvary kins The ship also boasts it
INDIVIDUAL taste 4
when the ship reaches port Most cocktail lounge, coffee shop. obof the visitors take advantage of servation r o o m, promenast
the opportunity to ride aboard deck, and 62 staterooms
the city's double-deck London
While the price of the trip is
buses, while others tour VIC- a real bargain, the cost has
torta in horse-drawn carriages gone up considerably since
Bastion Square, with beauti- 008. Then, a price war with
fully-restored buildings along a th.
Inland Navigation Co
p. street. sidewalk resulted in the roundtrip fare
if"z Old World shops and 1, being reduced to 25 cents'
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BUY 3 BARS, GET 1 FREEI

5-LB
CAKE
JANE PARKER
DELICIOUS

20.02

I

BATH SIZE

5459
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BONUS VALUE THIS WEEK,
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Murray area. Take
I trips
to contact

JANE PARKER "
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FRUIT DISHES

Plus
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$17,000 PLUS RI
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BONUS VALUE THIS WEEKI
SALT &

12?

PEPPER
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SET

3 59C

Tolgerines

10 f- 49c

(CriAr;nberries
PASeA I

WATCH FOR 2 BONUS
VALUE FEATURES
EVERY WEEK

z
Alka-Seltzer
ROT

"511
i;;;;I;s

57c

Celery
125 tilil

Tangelos
FOLGERS

Tomato Ketchup

Coffee

c (1, sloo
14
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TERMIT
Go right on ea
. ignore them. Th
Kelly's Pest I

Bananas

Locally owned i
ed for 20 years. I
reached 24 hours

14 oz bott e of Ann Page

29C
25c
59c
ANN ['At

ON THEIR

A REAL
VALUE!

TOMATO KETCHUP
with this coupon and $2 purchase.

Coupon good thru Sat.

ANN PAGE ALL WIDTHS

3

Noodles
I LB
$1 00
PKGS
I

t-,

1

CANS

r

NAOTI FALLS.

00

SOUPS

01_(,f 1.15

Instant Coffee
100Z JARS 39

-IF IT'S A PEST
Phone 753Member Chain
Commerce and
Association. I

Nov. 30th.

Ann Page Tomato Catsup
14 oz. btl. with this coupon ond
$2.00 purchase. Good through
Sot.Nov. 30. Excl. tobacco

Located 100 So.

1".1.
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NOTICE

SERVICES OFFERED

IPEINLY OPENED in Murray, a
studio specializing in weddings
and fine portraiture. For appointment call TUBB'S STUDIO
223 South 131h. 753-3007.
N-27-NC

FOR YOUR ALTERATIONS and
REPAIRS or REMODELING.
FREE estimates. Call 7534123
Dec.-17-C
or 435-4651.

URRAY, KENTUCKY

Is

Two Judges who signed the
The first permanent settlement in the United States was death warrant for King Charles
MCI HOUSE; three bedrsoms. St. Augustine, Fla , settled by I fled to the New World and
were hidden in Connecticut
two baths, custom IltagatiNI the Spaniards in 1565
when Charles II came to the
and carpet throughout. al:
•
•
•
English throne
800 Call 733-8767 kw appoint• • •
ment
The cost of e%en minor surITC
Connecticut's
state motto is
gery has increased more than
NEW BRICK home, 3 bedrooms, 50 per cent since 1955, says the Qui Transtultit Sustinet - He
living room with fireplace, com- Health Insurance Associatictn. Who Transplanted Still Sustains
bination family room and kit/
2 baths, utility room.
chen, 11
Hotpoint appliances, gas heat,
on wooded lot. Phone 753-1498.
N-26-C
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

NICE 3-Bedroom brick, air-conditioner. Priced to sell. Phone
D-5-C
753-7550.

THIJRMOND Coal Lot, 180' it
105', with Railroad Spur. Phone
ELECTROLUX SALES & Ser- 2-BEDROOM house and 12' x 753-4552.
N-25-P
vice, Box 213 Murray, Ky., C. 60' trailer. Available now.
492-8404.
of
D-2-P
west
FRONTAGE,
Phone
mile
One
,L Sanders. Phone 382-3176.
Murray. 579 feet on MurrayH-Dec.-24-C 1
Lynnville, Ky.
AND 2 bedroom furnished Mayfield Highway with 400 feet
to
available
now. of depth between highway and
SPECIAL CHRISTMAS GIFT- apartments,
Murray Woman's Club cook- Phone 753-5572 and after 5.00 Country Club Golf Course. ReaN-29-C sonable price and terms.
books and Kentucky scenic p. m. phone 489-2363.
placements. Call 438-2345 or 753- 2-BEDROOM house
with garage, CHOICE LOT 100' x 150' on
4496 for information. Dec -19-C also private lot
for mobile Henry Street.
KENTUCKY LAKE properties
LADIES, for free brochure on borne. Phone 489-3623. N-25-C
75 acres in Anderson Creek
most modern method of hair 2 UNFURNISHED
rooms down- Area and 15 acres adjoining
removal, write Edith's Beauty stairs, close to town
for elder- Kenlake State Park.
-hop, Route 1, or call 753-3969. ly couple or lady. Must be
able IN CONTACT with family wantN-29-NC to stay alone some weekends.
ing a real nice home in Murray.
N-26-C C. 0 BONDURANT Realty,
BRENDA DICKERSON is now Phone 753-6173.
N-36C
a beauty operator at Dot's FURNISHED apartment, 2-bed- Phone 753-3460.
Beauty Salon, 103 S. 10th., 753- rooms, kitchen and
den comWANTED TO RENT
1532.
N-25-P bination, couples only. 100 South
WANTED: Garage for one
REDUCE SAFE and fait with 13th., Kelly's Pest Control.
N-26-C more cars. Phone 753-7317
Oakes tablets and E-Vsp
753-9064.
TYC
"water pills" Holland Drugs.
H-1TP
AUTOMOBILES FOR SALE
POUND
AND
LOST
NOTICE
All penions having claims against the estate of Robert H.
Crouse, deceased, or indebted
to him, shall make settlement
with the undersigned on or
before the 27th day of March,

•

ER

1962 PONTIAC Catalina, 2-door
hardtop with air-conditioning,
power steering and brakes.
1963 FAIRLANE 500, 2-door
hardtop. Red leather inside,
straight shift with overdrive
Cain and•Taylor Gulf Station
Corner of 8th and Main. N-25-C

ALE INTAKE receptionist,
Murray Mental Health Center.
Full time position, excellent salary and fringe benefits Applicants must be expert typists,
use dictating equipment and
take shorthand. Phone 753-8622
for interview.
N-25-C

ASHIER FOR local finance
company-Career position, exlellent benefits. Must be able
to deal with public Require
good typist, some shorthand.
Phone 753-5573
N-25-C

1967 OPAL Cadet with 4-in-thefloor. 1965 Pontiac Catalina, 4.
door hardtop with power steering and brakes. Cain and Tay
lor Gulf Station. Corner of 8th
and Main.
N-2.5-C

t

mnanuarNatevoim

It is stated the first department store
74-n
90 in U.S.A. was "the Zion's Co-Oper-

ative Mercantile Institution, created by Brigham Young in 1888 at Salt Lake City. Utah.
In the beginning each department had its
own building. One handled dry-goods and
carpets, another men's clothing. Groceries
were sold in a different place, while another
was a drug store."
This indicates the Institution anticipated
arcades or shopping centers of today. The
account continues, -The following year. they
were all housed under the same roof"
Both the shopping-center and the department store had forerunners in the bazaars
of ancient times, where individual trades-

people, craftsmen, shop-keepers, grouped on
market-days at some central location, such
as a plaza, or just outside city walls.
Salt Lake City had been founded in 1847
by some 1.653 persons who moved with
wagons or handcarts and cattle. from Council
Bluffs, Iowa. Before 1870, there were 85,000
-including many immigrants from Europe.
Zion's Co-Operative Mercantile Institution
bought their products while providing their
supplies-the first large farmers' and stockmen's co-operative in America. Incidentally,
it simplified Mr. Young's providing for his
family, which multiplied to nearly a hundred.
CLARK KINNAIRD

8' it 41' 2-bedroom trailer. Good
condition. Phone 474-2355.
N-25-P
GIRLS OR LADIES winter
clothes. Phone 753-8775. N -25-C

"Beehive House," multiple talons resident,In Salt Lake City of Brigham Young, leader

of initial Mormon migration to "Land of the
Honey-bee." It stood close by ('o-op store

liastinbuted by King Features Syndlcaii-

"STATEMENT PSYCHIATRIC
HELP FO1 )R SESSIONS....
TWENTY CENTS..NO DISCOUNTS
...DR. Luor VAN PELT "
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35-item of properly
39-Drum call
41 Walked on
43 Weirder
44-A state (abbe )
46 A state (abbe )
48 Variety of
corundum
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THEY WON'T LEAVE
ON THEIR OWN

-ForINSURANCE & REAL
ESTATE & MORTGAGE
LOANS
1
See
SPANN
WILSON
205 S. 4th
Murray, Ky.
TFC

TERMITES
Go right on eating if you
ignore them. The answer.
Kelly's Pest Control!
OPPORTUNITIES
Locally owned and operated for 20 years. We can be
reached 24 hours a day.
-IF IT'S A PEST CALL US •
Phone 153.3514
Member Chamber of
Commerce and Builders
Association I,CP 195

[[[I'S PES
LONTROI.
Phone 783-1911
Located 100 So, 13th St.
11-13-C

NOW OPEN
at

Boone's
LAUNDRY & CLEANERS
Phone 753-2552
Age 18-55
I. Steam Finishers
2. Janitors
3. Part Time Workers
N-27
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WHERE IN THE WORLD AM I
GOING TO GET TWEN-ite CENTS?

25

I REFUSE TO SELL M:
,e)
ANDREW (.4.)4'ETH

by Ernie Bushiniller

Nancy
OK.BOY --- I HIT
THAT ABOUT A

I'LL LEND
YOU MY
BINOCULARS
UNTIL YOU
GET IT FIXED

MILE ,A

,a., U I ••I
1•1111

C

•
•
••••••••1
.••,••• ST-AT *To Ow

Abbie 'N Slats

GET
RID OF
PESTS

IN6

20 4
1 ::21

25

.24.

.5

Si Unruly child
53-Great Lake
57 Devoured
58-Comuncti00
60 Poem
62 Parent (collo* )
64 S rnbol tor
tellurium

1 I - .2_5•

I

•

I -Resort
2-Went by
3-Period of time
(abbe)

4-Policemen
(slang)
S-Old-wornanish
6-Social
gatherings
7 Meadow
a-Throng
9-Symbol tor
nickel
10-Scorched
12-Prettl: down
14 Movesidewise
17 Female
20-God of love
23-Paid notice
24 A continent
(abbr.)
25-Spoken
17 Break suddenly
30-Send forth
32 Reach across
35-High spuds
1

"""aturaai's Puzzi.

000 00000 OU0
JEN 0000O MOO
01403[40 00bOOM
M00 00000

Cl

30-INCH electric range, lar
5.
1960 RAMBLER American, 2- oven,
clock and timer. Like
door. See at 1602 Olive, Apt. 4. new,
$50.00. Phone 753-2695
N-23-C
WANTED: Good set of used
N-25-C
World Books. Phone 753-3566. 1983 BUICIC
Skylark, 2-door REMINGTON standard
typeN-27-C hardtop. Automatic, and power
writer.
excellent
condition,
steering with bucket seats 1964
$6000. General Electric 30-inch
•
Grand Prix with factory air and
push button range. $3000. Good
double power. White leather in$17,000 PLUS REGULAR I aide with black vinyl top Cain condition. Phone 753-8886.
N-25-C
and Taylor Gulf Station. CornCASH BONUS
er of 8th and Main.
ROSEWOOD and marble coffee efifisdii.../4 dE.o_
N-25-C table by Wieman. $175.00. Phone
$17,000 Plus Regular Cash
753-4996.
N-25-C
Bonus for man over 40 in 1963 CATALINA 4-door sedan
local
car.
1962
OLD
TEN
Chevrolet
FOOT
Chestnut
Imfence
Murray area. Take short auto
pala station wagon with power rails. '56 Chevrolet. Seth Thotrips to contact customers.
steering and brakes. Automatic mas mantel clock. Carnival
11 Air mail A. J. Pate, Pres., transmission and tinted glass. glass. Call 753-5429 after 4:00
Texas Refinery Corp., Box Cain and Taylor Gulf Station. p. m.
N-26-P
711, Fort Worth, Texas Corner of 6th and Main. N-25-C
FIREWOOD cut to order. Phone iLKTS IS SEAPWHING FOR A CLUE
70 NE WHEOABouTS OF THE
78101.
N-29-P 1960 VW, nice car. Rebuilt en- 438-2379.
N-26-C
GENUINE ROWENA SCRAPPLE.,
N-27•C
gine. Phone 753-8124.
•
FIREWOOD For Sale. Rick
_.41 ROOMS
$7.00; Cord $1250 We deliver.
Call 753-5532.
N-213-P
a.

1

Young juniors go for kicky
poster dresses. These sleeveless A-line shifts are decorated
with larger than life photos of
contemporary subjects reproduced in startling black and
white reality, back and front.

by Charles M. Schulz

.
4 11111111111111.

4

ACROSS
1-Secret agent
4-Symbol tor
calcium
6-Schemes
11 -forgive
13-fagles' nests
15-Coniuncbon
16-Witty thought
lam,,, bed
sloth
19-Compass pant
21 Longcut
22 Distance
measure
24 Roman tyrant
26-Goddess of
discord
28-A slate (abbr )
29•Worship
3I -Part of camera
33-Prefix. down
34-Identical
36-Weakens
311-Near
40 Rhythmical
swing
42-Sheets of glass
45-Sink in middle
47-tliblical weed
49-Want
SO-Pierce
52-Heavy volume
54-Teutonic deity
SS-Latin
conjunction
56-Plund
59-Maiden loved by
Zeus
61-Fruit
63-Created a
disturbance
65-Made of oats
66-0141 pronoun
67-Before

Peanuts®

WANTED TO BUY

•

was realized in savings for
Princeton residents and in Benton $249,000 was saved. Mayfield
residents enjoyed a savings of
$771,000, the residents of Fulton
saved $171,000 and $595,000 was
saved in the Union City, Tenn ,
area.

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

DOWN

1986 CHEVROLET ts-ton pick- PEP UP with Zippies "Pep
up, V-8 automatic, power brakes, Pills" nonhabit-forming. Only
big baid and long wheel base: $1.98. Holland Drags.
WITP
1986 Chevrolet ii-ton, 6-cylinder, straight shift. Cain and
FOR SALE
Taylor Gulf Station, Corner of
0th and Main.
N-25-C
PIANOS! 4 out of 5 familes fin
1965 CHEVROLET Impala 4- what they want most at Reed'
door sedan with factory air, Music, Benton, 527-8955. Off
power steering and brakes. Lo- Hwy. 58 at Barns Grocery. Only
cal car 1965 Oldsmobile 88, 4- 15 miles from Murray' Dec-20-C!
door hardtop with factory air,
power steering and brakes. Cain 20 GAUGE PUMP shot gun wlth
and Taylor Gulf Station, Corner rib and poly choke. Like new.
N-25-C
of fith and Main.
N-25-C Phone 753-3710.

NEED TEACHER instructor
and aid to run the Day Care
Center for retarded children,
-eginning the first of the year.
lli Mrs. Cole 435-4752 N-27-C

Total electric bills of con- and privately-owned
electrical
sumers in the Paducah area systems.
served by distributots of TVA - The area figure
broken down
power were about $4.3 million shows that Paducan
residents
less in the past fiscal year than saved about $1.6 million
wh.le
they would have been for the
residents
of
Murray
saved
about
same amounts of electricity at
$1.1 million. A total of $250,800
average rates throughout the nation.
The area figure, TVA officials Negro Program
announced, is part of the overall At Ala, College
$286 million saved by consumers
MONTGOMERY, Ala tUPI)
throughout TVA's distribution - Alabama State College is
areas. The power is distributed conducting a 24-part lecture
by 160 municipal, cooperative series running to April, 1989,
on the role of the Negro In
American culture

LOST: Black and white spotted
female Beagle, 1 year old. Contact Hyland Darnell. Route 1,
Lynn Grove. Phone 345-2521
N -26-C

NEW fashion colors are Sue's
delight. She keeps her carpet
colors bright-with Blue Lus1964 L.aSABRE 2-door hardtop tre! Rent electric shampooer
1989.
with air-conditioning, power $1. Tidwell's Paint Store N-30-C
steering and brakes. 1963 Chevrolet Bel Air 4-door sedan, 6- SALLY's in-laws coming. She
Rebecca Crouse
cylinder, straight shift. 1958 didn't fluster--cleaned the car
Route 2
Ford 4-door sedan, $150.00. pets with Blue Lustre. Rent
Cain and Taylor Gulf Station. electric shampooer $1 Western
Murray, Kentucky 42071 Corner of 6th and Main. N•25-C Auto Store
D.2 C
HELP WANTED

AY- NOVEMBER 25, 1968

TVA Tells Savings By Consumers

NOTICE: We repairs all makes
Vacuum cleaners, toasters, mixEVERY MONDAY night, 5:00 ers, irons, heaters, all small
p. m. to 10:00 p. m. Si fried appliances. Ward & Elkins, 409
potatoes, Maple.
whipped
chicken,
Dec.-96-C
,ountry gravy, cole slaw, rolls
lind butter, $1.00. Holiday Inn,
FOR RENT
2wy. 641 South, Murray, Ky.
Dec.-20-C
ONE DOUBLE room for girls,
See GONE WITH THE WIND electric heat, private bath, air
at the new CHERI Theatre start- conditioner, kitchen privileges.
ing Christmas for three weeks. Rent reasonable. Call 753-4515
N-30-C after 5:00 p. m.
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by R. Van Buren
THIS LOOKS I./KE A PAD
THAT WOULD KEEP RECORDS
FOR CEAITIJR/ES.' IF
.0
GIVE elP TRYING
70 oci/V0 ROWENA.

mor

VES, WE Do KEEP
OUR OLD RECORDS,
YOUNG MAN. WHAT
WAS THAT NAME 7

IT )
ROWENA SCRAPPLE. AND)
COULD HAVE BEEN MORE THAN
30 YEARS AGO SHE
CNECAED

FENTON
HVIIL

mu
*Owen

ALMANAC
by United Press International
Today is Monday, Nov. 25,
Cie 330th day of 1968 with 35
to follow.
The moms is between its new
phase and first quarter.
The morning stars are Mars
and Jupiter.
The evening stars are Saturn
and Venus
On this day in history:
In 1783, more than 6.000
British troops evacuated New
York City following the peace
treaty ()tiding the Revolutionary
War.
In 1944, the American War
Refugee Board charged Germany with mass murder during
World War 11.
In 1960, John Fitzgerald
Kennedy Jr. was born.
In 1963. President Kennedy
was buried in Arlington National Cemetery. ,
A thought for the day Henry Wadsworth Longfellow
said. "Let him not boast whc
puts his armor on as he who
puts it off, the battle done."

Ih25-

Lil' Abner

by Al Capp
LET 'EM WHISPER AMONG THF-MSELFS•
EF JACKIE AN'ONASSIS COULD DO
IT-SO KIN WE!!
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Golden Weddle.

Hospital Report
Admissions. November 22, 1468
Mrs Sophie Sparta, 1510
West Main. Murray; Joe Smith,
Broad Street, Murray; Master
Allen Douglas, Route 4, Gold
Course Road; Master Clayton
Griffith, Route 1, Lynnville:
Mrs Elaine Paschall, Route 4.
Murray; Mrs. Betsy Biker, 3024
Vine. Murray; Mrs. Patricia
Griffith. Route 1, Lynnville:
Mrs. Elna Wallis, 500 South
6th, Murray.
Dismissals
Miss Carolyn Parks, 1623 Farmer Ave., Murray; Mickey McKee!. 205 South 13th, Murray;
William Wilkinson, Route 4,
Murray; James Duncan, Route
1, Lynn Grove; Mrs. Maggie Futrell. Route 5, Murray; Mrs.
Gladys White, Route 2, Dixon:
Nollie Wicker, Route 1, Hazel;
Buford Houston, 518 South 8th,
Murray; Stanley Hopkins (Expired), Route 1, Dexter.

LEDGER

&
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—

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

MONDAY — NOVMMBIR 26, 1968 *

Concerti For Troubled Children
Discussed At PTA State Meeting
The statewide conference on
"Concern for Children in Trouble," which was sponsored by
the Kentucky Parent Teacher
Association through a grant
from the Sears, Roebuck Foundation was held at Holiday Inn
West in Lexington. Nov. 12-14.
Mrs. Frank Kolb Jr., First
District president, attended the
meeting from this area.
Wednesday afternoon those attending the conierence toured
Kentucky ‘'.IIage and were im-

MEMORIAL.••
(Continued From Page 1)

pressed with the attitude of the
shIldren and youth, the dedication of the workers, facilities and
administrative staff.
The members of the conference are &were of unmet needs
vhich individuals should enleavor to alleviate.
The combination of the information given by all the speakers and resource people, cornaosed of judges, educators and
child welfare personnel re-ens
shasized the great need of to
day's youth.
"First objective of the conference is for each of the 12 dist, icts to have a similar conference with leaders pinpointing
problems of their area." said
Mrs. Russel Snyder, Henderson,
president, at the close of the 3day session.
In conclusion results listing
practical ideas, which could be-

Celebration Planned Thursday

accomplished by PTAs with either school administration or juvenile c our t co-operation were:
1. Study the Child Welfare pro
tram. 2. Contact juvenile judge
on forming a youth council of
interested lay people, who could
review histories to determine it
the community could help in
some situations. 3. Assist in securing or volunteering services
as a foster home or where there
is no detention home as an
emergency shelter. 4. Redouble
efforts to have kindergartens
and the Headstart P r ogr a m
statewide. 5. Request sc ho 01
boards to supply social workers
or counselors in the lower
grades. 6. PTA room representatives to ',sit the homes of
children, who seem to need extra help, to serve, or supply tutors where needed, or readiness
group leaders where preferred.
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TV CAMEOS: Mike Connors

Don't Knock TV, for the Love

O
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the CORRECT
number to dial
to shop by phone
from Sears
CATALOGS
is

753-2310

In MURRAY, KY.
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playing halfback in the game
with West Tennessee Normal
Admissions, November 23, 196111
"As I recall it," Sledd reAlton Jones, Route 3, Mur- minisced, "Gilbert
led the play
ray; Mrs. Louise Morgan. 414 through the line.
There was a ,
South 12th. Murray; Master big pile-up and Gilbert
was
4
Ralph Mills, 800 Burch Street, under it. Evidently
his head
Benton; Miss Rita Williams, was snapped back in
the pileMr. Kai Mrs. C. C. Doran
New
Concord;
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SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT —

CYPRESS SPRINGS RESTAURANT
Will Be OPEN THANKSGIVING DAY

They are also open each Friday, Saturday and Sunday
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